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Abstract 

The reported study examined the potential influence of three stable dispositional 

individual difference variables on the manner in which perceivers employ 

confirmatory information-seeking when forming an impression of a target from a 

stereotyped group. The three variables were selected on the grounds that they are all 

thought to impact upon social cognition but do not imply any particular attitudes or 

beliefs. Personal Need for Structure (PNS), Need for Cognition (NfC) and 

Attributional Complexity (AtC). Measures of stereotype endorsement, affective 

reaction and homogeneity were also taken, in order to account for their potential 

influence. Two methods were used to assess information seeking. In one (n=59) 

participants formulated up to 10 questions to ask the stereotyped target. The number 

of questions asked, the proportion of questions that could be answered with a "yes" or 

"no" and the stereotypicality of the set of questions were then correlated with PNS, 

NfC and AtC. NfC correlated with both. The second information-seeking condition 

involved a bulletin board procedure that allowed participants to first select a 

characteristic ( either stereotypic, counter-stereotypic or stereotype neutral) and then 

one of two questions relating to that characteristic ( one stereotype matching question 

and one stereotype mismatching question). Although there was evidence of a 

stereotype preservation bias overall the strength of this bias was not related to any of 

the dispositional measures. There was no evidence of a positive test bias overall but 

individual preferences for stereotype matching over stereotype mismatching questions 

correlated negatively with NfC and positively with a favourable affective reaction to 

the target group, and marginally positively correlated with PNS. Possible explanations 

of the relationships are discussed based on the conceptualisations of the dispositional 

variables, as well as how these relationships impact on understanding of the processes 

underlying the use of confirmatory strategies. 
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Introduction 

Dispositional Differences and Stereotyping 

Originally born out of interest in prejudice, research into stereotyping has been 

ongoing throughout the last 6 decades. Initially the focus was on identifying individual 

characteristics that might contribute to stereotyping. One of the more prominent 

examples of such a hypothesised construct was authoritarianism (Adorno, Frenkel

Brnnswick, Livingston, & Sanford,1950). Adorno et al. found that the same people 

who exhibited prejudices against one group, specifically Jews, were also more likely 

to exhibit prejudices against other minority groups. Similarly, related research by 

Adorno et al. (1950) found that prejudice also tended to be concomitant with other 

attitudes and behavioural tendencies, such as a greater respect for authority figures. 

These findings led Adorno to conclude that such prejudice might in part be a function 

of a more general internal psychological factor, which he termed authoritarianism. 

After this period of stronger interest however, research into links between 

dispositional variables and stereotyping began to taper off, primarily because this type 

of research was not very useful in identifying the mechanism of the links between the 

dispositional variables and stereotyping. In addition, research indicated that situational 

and motivational factors could also impact on the nature and employment of 

stereotypes. Consequently, the focus of research shifted to group-based experimental 

designs examining the common mental processes underlying stereotyping, and 

stereotyping research became a firmly entrenched branch of the social cognition 

school. Indeed this research has been frnitful, many of the processes, conditions and 

motivations that underlie stereotyping have been greatly illuminated (Brewer, 1988; 

Fiske, Neuberg, Beattie & Milberg, 1987; Jones, 1990; Fiske & Taylor, 1991; 

Neuberg & Fiske, 1987). 

Recently however, some researchers have begun to argue that an understanding of the 

relationship between dispositional differences and stereotyping may now be more 

informative (e.g. Fiske & Von Hendry 1992; Kruglanski & Freund, 1983; Schaller, 

Boyd, Yohannes & O'Brien 1995; Whitley, 1999). Individual differences in 

dispositional variables may, for example, be able to explain some of the unaccounted 
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for variance in studies on the formation and maintenance of stereotypes. For example 

consideration of individual differences may aid understanding of the motivations 

underlying the formation of stereotypes. Indeed, when Schaller et al. (1995) examined 

this possibility they demonstrated that individual differences in participants' "Need for 

Structure" (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982) were reflected in differences in the formation of 

group stereotypes. Interest in individual differences in stereotyping has also been 

reinvigorated by the more recent "motivated tactician" model of stereotyping (Levy, 

1999; Fiske & Talyor, 1991). Evidence that differing motivations can impact upon the 

manner in which perceivers process and employ stereotypes has led researchers to 

speculate about the sources of such motivations. While plenty of work has been done 

looking at the environmental and situational sources of motivations and influences 

some researchers have turned their attention to potential intra-personal factors that 

might also be influential (e.g. Fiske & Von Hendry 1992; Kruglanski & Freund, 1983; 

Whitley, 1999). 

In one of the few recent studies that have looked at dispositional differences and their 

impact on stereotyping processes Schaller et al, (1995; p. 550) noted "There is 

virtually no research relating personality to the many more subtle psychological 

processes through which group stereotypes develop and are maintained." The reported 

research is an attempt to address this by an examination of how certain dispositional 

factors may affect the individual's use and maintenance of stereotypes, specifically 

with regard to hypothesis formation and information seeking. 

First research and theory relating hypothesis testing and information-seeking will be 

outlined and the processes and factors that influence the question selection strategies 

employed in person perception will be introduced. The potential biases that are of 

specific interest to this study will also be expanded on. The manner in which specific 

aspects of stereotypes might be expected to impact on information-seeking will then 

be discussed. Following these will be an introduction to the three dispositional 

dimensions that are of included in this study, Personal Need for Structure (PNS), 

Need for Cognition (NfC) and Attributional Complexity (AtC) and the manner in 

which each of these individual differences might be expected to influence 

information-seeking strategies will be outlined. 
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Information Seeking and Confirmation 

It is perhaps obvious that how people look for information in their interpersonal 

environment is going to have an impact upon stereotypes. In particular, any biases in 

the way information about others is collected and interpreted are subsequently going 

to have an affect upon the content and maintenance of stereotypes, and the degree to 

which an individual continues to rely on the category in further impression formation. 

There is evidence suggesting that there are indeed biases and inaccuracies in the way 

people collect and process social information and that these biases in turn contribute 

to the formation and maintenance of stereotypes (Devine, 1989; Evett, Devine, Hirt & 

Price, 1994; Fiske & Taylor, 1991; Jones, 1990) There are several models and theories 

that relate specifically to the way people look for information about others and how 

perceivers go about testing lay theories, forming opinions and making subsequent 

attributions (e.g. Brewer, 1988; Darley & Fazio, 1980; Fiske & Neuberg, 1990; 

Pyszczynski & Greenberg, 1987). However, basic premise in all of these theories is 

that perceivers are selective in the information they select and attend to; perceivers are 

active information seekers (Yzerbyt & Leyens, 1992). It is this selectivity that allows 

for the possibility of information-seeking biases, and the impact of both intrinsic and 

extrinsic factors on information seeking. 

The initial stages of interpersonal perception and impression formation may be 

considered as a process of hypothesis testing. When confronted with another 

individual, a perceiver begins by generating a number of hypotheses or expectancies 

(Darley & Gross, 1983; Hamilton, Sherman & Ruvolo, 1990; Pysczcynski & 

Greenberg, 1987). Potential tests of these hypotheses, or inference rules, are then 

formulated and information is sought, to varying degrees, against which to compare 

these inference rules. For instance, a perceiver may encounter a new individual at 

work and generate the hypothesis that they were hard working. They might then 

formulate an inference rule, such as an if-then statement, against which they could test 

this hypothesis (Pysczcynski & Greenberg, 1987), for example IF the workmate is 

hard-working THEN they will stay late after work if it is required. The perceiver 

would then look and see if the work-mate does stay late after work, this then would 
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represent evidence in support of the hypothesis and this attribution and evidence 

would be encoded. 

Exactly which hypotheses are generated and tested is determined by any number of 

variables, it may be a situationally important factor that suggests a hypothesis. For 

instance in the example above, it is useful to know whether or not one's colleagues are 

hard working. Several researchers have suggested that, amongst others, an availability 

heuristic may play a role in perceivers' selection of hypotheses for testing. The 

accessibility of possible hypotheses and inference rules are influenced by factors such 

as the perceptual salience of possible causes and effects, the current levels of 

activation of inference rules and recency of activation effects (Skov & Sherman, 1986; 

Pysczcynski & Greenberg, 1987; Klayman & Ha, 1987). 

Research into hypothesis testing suggests that the perceiver's ability to control and 

select the information they receive may result in biases toward hypothesis 

confirmation. Although, this view is not a universal one, some argue that the process 

is relatively objective and diagnostic (Trope & Bassok, 1982, 1984) while others 

maintain that biases are an inextricable component of the process (Pysczcynski & 

Greenberg, 1987; Snyder & Swann, 1978; Snyder & Campbell, 1980). One of the 

most controversial studies to present evidence that the hypothesis testing process may 

exhibit inherent biases was done by Snyder and Swann (1978). They asked 

participants to select, from a list of questions provided, those they thought would be 

most useful in establishing the presence of a particular trait, specifically extroversion. 

Their analysis of the resultant data led them to believe that there was a bias in the way 

perceivers tested hypotheses. They concluded that perceivers showed a preference for 

questions that were likely to elicit behavioural information confirming the hypothesis 

under question. So, if a participant were instructed to test the hypothesis that the target 

was extroverted they would request behavioural information that already assumed that 

this was the case. The most often cited example of such a question is to ask a 

hypothesised extrovert "What would you do if you wanted to liven up a party?". This 

kind of question is more likely to result in behavioural information that confirms that 

the target is indeed an extrovert. A target could reply with an answer akin to "I would 

not attempt to liven up a party" but both introverts and extroverts are more likely to 
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reply to this sort of query with a list of behaviours that would liven up a party and thus 

support of the hypothesis that they are extroverted. Subsequent studies by Snyder and 

others (Snyder & Campbell, 1980; Snyder, Campbell & Preston, 1982) led them to 

conclude that the hypothesis confirmation bias was not only fairly ubiquitous across 

differing traits but was also very difficult to significantly reduce, even with the 

imposition of a number of what they felt would be rather powerful manipulations, 

including educating participants on the usefulness of selecting hypothesis 

disconfirming information (Snyder et al., 1982). Snyder et al. concluded that the 

manner in which perceivers go about collecting information predisposes them to 

confirmation of their hypothesis, before they have even begun to process that 

information. Snyder and Swann's (1978) original study provoked a lot of research into 

confirmatory bias. Some authors have refuted the existence of such a bias in 

hypothesis testing at all (Trope & Bassock, 1982, 1983; Trope, Bassock & Alon, 

1984), or at least the resilience and ubiquity of the bias as suggested by Snyder and 

Swann (1978). Others have attempted to examine the factors that might influence a 

perceiver reliance on or employment of confirmatory biases ( e.g. Kruglanski & 

Mayseless, 1988). 

Trope and Bassock (1982) argued that the questions Snyder and Swann presented their 

participants with were artificially constraining, that they were structured in such a way 

that it would be very difficult for a respondent to answer in a manner that did not 

suggest consistency with the hypothesis. Subsequent research found that participants 

do not spontaneously rely so heavily on highly constraining questions. Trope, Bassock 

and Alon (1984) allowed participants to generate their own questions to assess a 

target's extroversion. When they later coded these questions for constraint, they found 

that not one of 283 questions were coded by the either of the two raters as being as 

highly constraining as those used by Snyder and Swann (1978). Trope and Bassock 

(1982) used less constraining types of questions and manipulated the perceived 

diagnosticity of a feature, or how useful that feature was in differentiating individuals 

high or low on a specific trait. Perceivers showed a preference toward highly 

diagnostic features. Trope and Bassock's (1982) results did also, however, reveal a 

significant but far less pronounced preference for features that were more likely to be 

present were the hypothesis true, consistent with a confirmatory bias, but they dismiss 
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this as comparatively irrelevant. Based on their research Trope and Bassock (1982, 

1983) proposed that hypothesis testing is dominated by diagnostic strategies. The 

defining characteristic of this class of strategy is that it is focused on generating 

information that accurately differentiates between those that are consistent with the 

hypothesis and those that are not. Trope and Bassock (1982, 1983) suggest that 

perceivers will select whatever inference rules and information most successfully 

differentiate hypothesis consistent targets from inconsistent targets, i1relevant of 

whether the information relates to the hypothesised trait or not. Diagnostic strategies 

involve inference rules that are more open to refutation and an information search that 

will separate genuinely confirmatory evidence from genuine disconfirming evidence 

(Trope & Bassok, 1982, 1983). Diagnostic strategies include enquiries after 

information that would not be predicted by the hypothesised trait but would be 

predicted by the presence of an incompatible alternate trait. What's more, Trope and 

Bassock (1982, 1983) argue that perceivers employ such a strategy almost universally. 

In contrast to the extreme positions of Trope and Snyder subsequent authors have 

suggested that both confirmatory and diagnostic strategies may be employed in 

hypothesis testing (Devine, Hirt & Gehrke, 1990; Skov & Sherman, 1986). Devine et 

al. (1990), for example argue that people generally employ both at the same time, 

relying primary on a diagnostic strategy but also using a secondary confirmatory 

strategy. If forced to choose between a highly diagnostic disconfirming question and a 

low diagnosticity confirming question, however, participants will generally select the 

highly diagnostic question. The degree to which they rely on one strategy or the other 

is determined by intrinsic and extrinsic variables. For example, the imposition of 

goals, such as a need to come to a firm decision (Kruglanski & Mayseless, 1988) or 

the maintenance of self-esteem, can influence relative reliance on diagnostic and 

confirmatory strategies (Pysczcynski & Greenberg, 1987). 

A number of researchers have questioned why perceivers may use a confirmation bias. 

It has been argued that people are motivated to find confirming info1mation out of a 

need for cognitive consistency (Fiske & Taylor, 1991 ), a desire to protect their 

existing worldview (Hamilton et al., 1990) and to prevent potentially upsetting or 

unsettling information or conclusions from being accessed (Frey, 1981). Confirmat01y 
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bias may also be a consequence of an over-reliance on flawed cognitive processes in 

information processing. Most theorists would agree that confirmatory biases probably 

result from a combination of both these factors. Teasing apart these influences is made 

more difficult by peoples' tendency to employ the same flawed cognitive processes 

whether they do so out of a confomation motive or to minimise their use of cognitive 

resources (Psyzczynski & Greenberg, 1987). For example, a tendency to look for 

features likely to be present under the hypothesis ( a bias that will be expanded on later 

in this report) might be the consequence of a disinclination to engage in the cognitive 

processing involved in generating incompatible alternate traits, or it might arise out of 

the appeal of the increased likelihood that this will yield confirmatory information. 

Thus the mere presence of a confirmatory strategy is not necessarily informative of the 

motives underlying the bias. Most of the research noted above has either focused on 

whether participants employ a confirmatory strategy at all (e.g. Snyder & Swann, 

1978; Trope & Bassock, 1982) or whether or not such strategies are confirmatmy (e.g. 

Hodgins & Zuckerman, 1993; Zuckerman, Knee, Hodgins & Miyake, 1995). Not 

much research has been done on the mechanisms that underlie the use of confirmatory 

information-seeking strategies, the reported study is in part an attempt to deal with 

this issue. 

Stereotypes, Hypothesis testing and Confirmation. 

Most of the research and theory that have so far been discussed has related to 

information-seeking and general hypothesis testing. The focus of this paper however 

is inf01mation-seeking strategies relating to hypotheses based on stereotypes, and how 

these might interact with information-seeking and dispositional differences. In the first 

place stereotypes are a fertile source of hypotheses (Darley & Gross, 1983). Prominent 

models of impression formation (e.g. Brewer, 1988; Fiske & Neuberg, 1987) suggest 

that all individuals encountered are first categorised in terms of age, sex, race and 

other salient indicators of group membership. It is not surprising that attributes 

associated with these categories dominate impression formation and subsequent 

information seeking. For example, Carver & De la Garza, (1984) found that when 

perceivers were looking for information relating to the hypothetical driver of a car 

involved in an accident they were more likely to look for information relating to the 
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mental adequacy when the driver was described as elderly than when they weren 1 and 

more likely to look for information relating to prior drinking when they were 

described as young. It follows then, if hypotheses are often based on stereotype-based 

attributes, that any biases toward the confirmation of hypotheses may in tum confirm 

the stereotype. Furthermore, there are aspects of stereotypes that are relevant to the 

factors thought to influence confirmatory hypothesis testing. 

Stereotypes might be seen as a form of meta-hypothesis from which more specific 

hypotheses can be generated and tested. The information received is then not only 

compared to the specific hypothesis that prompted its collection but also against the 

greater stereotype itself. In the trait hypotheses testing studies, the hypothesised trait is 

presented in isolation and does not have the associated history, motivations that 

implications that hypotheses based on stereotypes do. The participants have no motive 

to see the hypothesis is confomed, which may explain the relative dominance of 

diagnostic information-seeking strategies (Evett et al, 1994; Skov & Sherman, 1986; 

Klayman & Ha, 1987; Snyder & Swann, 1978). When hypotheses are based on 

stereotypes they do not stand in such isolation, but have implications beyond the 

hypothesis itself. The differences between general hypotheses and stereotype-based 

hypotheses may lead to subsequent differences in information-seeking and the use of 

confirmatory strategies (Johnston, 1996). Information-seeking with regard to 

stereotyped targets might be subject to confirmatory influences beyond those 

associated with general hypothesis testing in that the information gathered has 

implications for the perceiver beyond the hypothesis itself. Thus some of the biases 

outlined below are thought to be analogues of the biases in the hypothesis testing 

process, others are thought to be more a consequence of the fact that the hypothesis 

being tested has implications for the stereotype. 

Stereotypes constitute a significant portion of a perceiver's social worldview. 

Individuals employ them, or varying forms of them, everyday and to make all manner 

of decisions. Being confronted with evidence that that worldview and those decision

making frameworks may be invalid poses a considerable threat to an individual's 

worldview (Kunda, 1990). To the extent that a perceiver is reliant on stereotypes as a 

tool for making sense of, and understanding, their social environment they may have a 
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directional motive to protect those stereotypes (Kunda, 1990; Sanitosio, Freud & Lee, 

1996; Kunda & Sanitioso, 1989). Indeed there is evidence that perceivers do act to 

protect their stereotypes when seeking information about others. Trope and Thompson 

(1997) found that participants displayed what they termed diagnostic asymmetry when 

looking for information about stereotyped targets that was not present when seeking 

information about non-stereotyped targets. Essentially, there was a tendency to ask 

stereotyped targets questions that could conclusively confirm the stereotype but only 

inconclusively disconfirm the stereotype. This result, along with others like it (Aboud, 

1975; Hattrup & Ford, 1997; Johnston, 1996; Johnston & Macrae, 1994) suggests that 

perceivers are generally motivated to avoid stereotype disconfirming information and 

prefer sources of information they believe will proffer supportive information. 

Kunda (1990) suggests that the protection of self-image is a condition that might lead 

to the adoption of directional goals toward confirmation. Social identity theory (Taj fel 

& Turner, 1979; Tesser, 1988) posits that a degree of self-esteem is derived from a 

favourable comparison between an individual's in-group and other out-groups. 

Therefore any threat to such comparisons represents an indirect threat to self-esteem. 

Stereotypes may, in some cases, form the justification for a perception of superiority 

over members of another group. Indeed it is this aspect of stereotyping that has 

stimulated many researchers interest in the topic. Pejorative and negative stereotypes 

of out-groups, whether factually accurate or not, may allow the perceiver to derive a 

degree of self-worth from the comparison. The need to retain a positive self-image has 

repeatedly been shown to play a part in cognitive processing and hypothesis testing 

(for a review see Pysczcynski and Greenberg, 1987). 

Basic cognitive economy might also motivate perceivers to generate stereotype based 

hypotheses and search for information in a confirming manner. Both disconfirming 

information and alternative trait information entail a greater cognitive workload than 

do confirming information and stereotype consistent traits (Brewer, 1988; Fiske & 

Taylor, 1991; Pysczcynski & Greenberg, 1987). Stereotype confirming information is 

easily accommodated into the schema. Disconfirming information requires either the 

adjustment of existing schema or the development of rationale for dismissing the 

information. Consideration of a stereotype inconsistent hypothesis requires a perceiver 
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to first select a hypothesis consistent feature and then generate an incompatible 

alternate feature, demanding processing that extends beyond the stereotype schema. 

The resultant information disclosed must then be inverted and related to the 

hypothesis. Thus a motive to reduce cognitive load can induce a preference for 

confirming bias. 

Forms of Confirmatory Bias 

A number of different manifestations of confirmat01y bias have been identified. Some, 

like the preference for constraining questions identified by Snyder and Swann (1978) 

and the diagnostic asymmetry bias identified by Trope and Thompson (1997), have 

focused on the structure of the questions, and the relative probabilities of confirming 

and disconfirming responses. Others have paid more attention to the features for 

which the perceiver probes. Two such biases are considered in the present research, 

the stereotype preservation strategy and the positive test strategy. 

The stereo-type preservation strategy (Johnston, 1996) is a predisposition toward 

seeking information relating to characteristics associated with the hypothesis, rather 

than characteristics not associated with the stereotype. For instance, an individual 

employing this form of bias might test the stereotype that a salesmen are extroverted 

by looking for information about the target's comfortableness with strangers or the 

volume of their voice. This type of information search still leaves open the possibility 

that the perceiver may encounter information that is not consistent with the stereotype 

but it does shift the probability toward receiving hypothesis confirming information 

(Slowiaczek, Klayman, Sherman & Skov, 1992). For instance, any information 

relating to a hypothesised characteristic that is ambiguous or minimally informative 

tends to be interpreted as very informative (Hodgins & Zuckerman, 1993) thus such 

information about a stereotypic trait may be seen as supportive of that trait. 

Ambiguous or inconclusive information is also likely to be interpreted as consistent 

with a stereotype (Devine, 1989). An alternate strategy, more likely to reveal relevant 

stereotype inconsistent information that may also be useful in determining the truth of 

the stereotype, is to also formulate inference rules based on stereotype inconsistent 

characteristics and look for information relating to these. To use above example again, 
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a perceiver may test the stereotype of salesmen by looking for evidence of introverted 

and thus are unlikely to be fervent readers, then test this hypothesis by looking for 

information on the target's reading habits. 

Johnston (1996) demonstrated that perceivers do exhibit a stereotype preservation 

strategy. When able to select stereotypic, counter-stereotypic and neutral 

characteristics about which to receive information participants selected a greater 

proportion of stereotypic than either counter-stereotypic or neutral. As already stated, 

a stereotype preservation strategy is not exclusively biased, which is perhaps why it is 

so prevalent. A stereotype preservation strategy allows the perceiver to maintain their 

illusion of objectivity. It keeps open the possibility that the perceiver could encounter 

information inconsistent with the stereotype, but it does reduce the likelihood. It 

would appear that on some level perceivers are aware of this as well, because if 

motives to come to an accurate conclusion are imposed then use of the stereotype 

preservation strategy is reduced (Johnston, 1996). It should not be taken as a given 

that the motive behind this kind of strategy is the confirmation of a stereotype, it may 

be a consequence of this kind of inference rule and information being easier to process 

and encode. As already noted the processing surrounding the generation, testing and 

encoding of stereotype inconsistent information is markedly more involved. Evidence 

of similar strategies in areas beyond social cognition (Wason, 1960; Klayman & Ha, 

1987; Anderson, 1995) suggest that a preservation strategy may well be a means by 

which individuals minimise their cognitive load. 

The cognitive structure of stereotypes may also predispose information-seeking 

around them to the stereotype preservation bias. Hypothesis confirmation strategies 

are increasingly likely to be employed to the extent that the accessible hypothesis is 

singular, meaning the degree to which it refers to an attribute and does not make 

reference to alternative attribute (Ginossar & Trope, 1987; Higgins & Bargh, 1987; 

Klayman & Ha, 1985; Kruglanski & Mayseless, 1988). Stereotypic attributes are 

thought to be cognitively represented in this manner (Fiske et al., 1987; Fiske & 

Taylor, 1990) That is, they are represented as an association with an attribute that is 

not necessarily accompanied by an association with the absence of the alternate 

attribute. For instance, the stereotype of doctors might suggest that they were 
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intelligent, rather than not unintelligent. Thus an individual testing the stereotype of 

doctors ends up testing only whether or not they are intelligent, rather than looking for 

evidence that they are both intelligent and not unintelligent. 

Another form of confirmation strategy is a positive test strategy (Hodgins & 

Zuckerman, 1993; Johnston, 1996; Devine et al., 1990; MacDonald, 1990). The 

positive test strategy is manifested in a preference for questions that probe after the 

presence of stereotype consistent features. A "yes" answer to this kind of question will 

confirm the stereotype. For example, if a perceiver wanted to establish whether or not 

an individual was intuitive they might form an inference rule suggesting that intuitive 

individuals are more likely to rely on gut instincts and might ask the target "Do you 

rely on gut instincts?". A "yes" answer will confirm the hypothesis. An equivalent 

question that would not be employing the positive test strategy would be "Do you 

avoid relying on your gut instincts?". A "yes" answer would disconfirm the hypothesis 

by stating the absence of the feature. When applied to stereotypes this strategy leads 

perceivers to ask questions which probe after the presence of stereotype matching 

expectancies. Thus the answer to a stereotyp,e related positive test question would be a 

"yes" response. The positive test strategy is not objectively biased, perceivers are still 

just as likely to get a "yes" or "no" reply that can either confirm or disconfirm the 

stereotype. However, there is evidence that perceivers have a generalised tendency to 

be more influenced by the presence of a feature (a "yes" answer) than the absence of 

one (a "no" answer) as has been suggested then a positive test strategy does become 

confirmatory. Hodgins and Zucke1man (1993) refer to the general tendency to be more 

influenced by trait presence than absence as a question bias. When applied to 

information-seeking about stereotyped targets the question bias implies that when a 

perceiver asks questions to which a "yes" answer will confirm the stereotypic 

expectancies, "yes" answers will be interpreted as confirming the stereotype, but "no" 

answers may not necessarily be interpreted as disconfirming the stereotype. 

Correspondingly, if a perceiver asks for questions to which a "yes" answer 

dis confirms stereotypic expectancies, a "yes" answer will dis confirm the stereotype 

but a "no" answer may not confirm the stereotype. Therefore any preference for 

questions to which a "yes" answer will confirm the stereotypic expectancies 

( stereotype matching questions) results in a bias toward confirmation of the 
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stereotype. If a perceiver that exhibited a very strong question bias (i.e. they 

completely disregarded the evidentiary value of information suggesting the absence 

of the expected feature) and asked only matching questions could ask an infinite 

amount of questions, receiving both "yes" and "no" answers, and never consider their 

stereotype disconfirmed. Even in perceivers that only exhibit a moderate question 

bias, any tendency to rely more on matching questions will result in a confirmatory 

bias. 

The biased nature of both the stereotype preservation strategy and the positive test 

strategy are further exacerbated by the acquiescence response set phenomena 

(Zuckerman, Knee, Hodgins & Miyake, 1995; Ray, 1983), the tendency of individuals 

to reply to queries for information with a "yes" response, or a response that confirms 

that they do in fact exhibit the feature in question. So if asked if they are extroverted 

or for information obviously relating to extroversion, targets are inclined to provide an 

answer that confirms that they are, likewise if asked if they are introverted they are 

predisposed to confirm that they are. This is of course only an inclination. Targets are 

still quite capable of, and frequently do, reply to inquiries about a given trait with a 

negative answer but there is a general bias toward a positive reply. The mechanisms 

behind this phenomenon would seem to be a combination of both a natural motivation 

to provide the questioner with answers they appear to want and how targets go about 

answering the query in their own minds. Targets would appear to search for examples 

of the trait in question and, given that it is not hard to come up with examples that 

could be classed as indicative of just about any trait, once they have found them 

convey this conclusion to the questioner (Zuckerman et al., 1995). It is interesting to 

note the similarities between the process used to test hypotheses about others and 

testing hypotheses about oneself. It would seem that both involve many of the same 

processes, and are subject to similar biases. Of course there is also the question of 

whether or not perceivers naturally ask questions that can be answered with a simple 

"yes" or "no" answer. The confirmatory bias of a positive test strategy can only be as 

strong as the proportion of a perceiver's questions that are susceptible to it, one of the 

conditions in this study includes an attempt to account for this issue.Johnston (1996) 

pointed out that many of the studies in the past have confounded hypothesis 

preservation and positive test strategies by presenting participants with questions that 
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both refer to hypothesis consistent features and to which a "yes" answer would be 

consistent with the hypothesis. However when looking for information relating to 

stereotypes an individual can probe after a counter-stereotypic characteristic and still 

select a question to which the stereotype matching response will be a "yes". For 

instance if a perceiver were testing the stereotypic belief that women were passive and 

retiring they might ask "Do you avoid being assertive?" Such a question probes after 

the counter-stereotypic characteristic of assertion but the stereotype confirming 

answer would still be a "Yes". However, the motives and determinants of each form 

of bias may differ. By pairing the two biases together the situations and motivations 

that impinge on each become difficult to separate. One of the conditions in this study 

is designed to separate out these two strategies and is a variation of the paradigm 

originally constructed by Johnston (1996). When selecting information against which 

to form an impression of a target from a stereotyped group, participants will first be 

presented with a set of traits from which they can choose traits that are either 

stereotypical, counter-stereotypical or unrelated to the stereotype (neutral). The 

manner in which they select these traits is hoped to tap hypothesis preservation 

strategy. A preference for stereotypic traits is indicative of a stereotype preservation 

strategy. Selecting a high proportion of stereotype neutral traits indicates a lesser 

reliance on stereotypes when generating hypotheses. Once participants have selected a 

trait they will be presented with two questions. Both questions will be equally 

diagnostic of the trait selected but one will be constructed so that a "yes" answer will 

be consistent with the stereotype ( stereotype matching) and the other so that a "yes" 

answer will be inconsistent with the stereotype (stereotype mismatching). The greater 

the relative proportion of stereotype matching questions selected, the greater the 

confirmatory bias and the tendency toward a positive test strategy.It should be 

remembered that the matching and mismatching questions were designed in reference 

to the stereotype therefore a "yes" answer to a matching question can either confirm or 

disconfirm the trait (i.e. a trait positive test strategy), depending on whether the trait 

was stereotypical or counter-stereotypical. If participants were selecting questions 

based solely on whether a "yes" answer would confirm the presence of the trait then 

we would see no stereotype positive test strategy. Because the stereotype is more 

salient and is of greater interest to the perceiver it is predicted that once a trait has 
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been selected, the question then chosen will be on the basis of its implications for the 

stereotype, rather than the trait. Thus it is expected that the stereotype will behave like 

meta-hypothesis that supersedes the trait hypothesis. 

In addition to the prepared questions condition, a second condition was designed to 

avoid some of the limitations attached to presenting perceivers with pre-determined 

questions. By presenting participants with sets of traits and questions there is a danger 

that the spontaneous hypothesis generation process will be circumvented or 

confounded. Some of the cognitive benefits and mechanisms that are involved in 

confirmatory information-seeking may be nullified by this method of information

gathering. For example, the differing accessibility of traits that are associated with a 

stereotype and traits that are not (Pysczcynski & Greenberg, 1987) may be overridden 

by the presentation of the counter-stereotypical traits amongst the list of traits 

participants can select from. It is also possible that information relating to counter

stereotypical traits will be of some curiosity value. Presenting counter-stereotypical 

traits as part of the list may arouse some of this curiosity and inflate selection of 

counter-stereotypical traits. In the open questions condition participants will generate 

their own questions for the target. This study is not the first to have participants 

spontaneously generate questions (Carver & De la Garza 1984; Trope et al., 1984). 

This method means that the ability to control the traits and types of questions that are 

selected is relinquished, but it will provide a sample of the kinds of questions a more 

naturalistic environment elicits. The open questions will then be coded according to 

any patterns in information seeking. The questions in this study were coded for the 

degree to which the stereotype appeared to have been considered in the generation of 

the questions. This is not a measure of bias as such but more intended as an indication 

of the perceivers stereotype orientation when forming an impression of the target. This 

data can then be compared with the use of confitmatory strategies in the prepared 

questions section. The questions in the open questions condition will also for coded 

according to whether they can be answered with a "yes" or "no" answer. The intent 

being to see if the individual differences are related to a more simplistic approach to 

impression formation about stereotyped targets, the presumption being that questions 

that can be answered with a "yes" or "no" answer are easier to generate and the 

answers simpler to process. This is not a measure of potential bias so much as it is a 
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measure of the effort put into information discovery. It will be interesting to see 

whether any trends that arise in the prepared questions section have any evident 

corresponding trends when participants are allowed to generate their own questions. 

The basic tenet of this study is that there are individual differences in dispositional 

variables that in tum create differences in intrinsic goals and motivations when 

information seeking. Individual differences in the above measures of patterns and 

strategies in information-seeking can be examined for any corresponding differences 

in the dispositional variables. It is predicted that these intra-personal factors will 

influence the generation and testing of hypotheses, relating to impression formation. 

Individual Differences in Stereotyping 

Despite some differences in definitions of stereotypes all refer to the association of 

knowledge structures with members of a specific group. The present research 

considers three components of a stereotype - beliefs (specifically belief endorsement), 

affective reaction and perceived homogeneity. They are included here because they 

may have an influence on information-seeking and they may also be subject to the 

influence of the dispositional variables. The possibility that they may play a mediating 

role in a relationship between a dispositional variable and a trend in information

seeking warrants accounting for. Thus if any such triangular sets of relationships arise 

the mediational analysis may allow for the examination of the likely causal chain. 

Endorsement refers to the strength of stereotypic beliefs, and the degree to which they 

are used and assumed to be valid and helpful. A perceiver endorses a stereotype to the 

extent that they believe category members display a certain set of characteristics and 

traits. Endorsement may induce a confirmatory bias by reducing the amount of 

infonnation sought, the more confident an individual is of his or her stereotypes as a 

inferential tool the less they may feel they have to rely on additional information. 

Exposure to less information is generally confirmatory in that it reduces the likelihood 

of exposure to less information. Higher endorsement may also motivate perceivers to 

employ a confirmatory bias out of a motive to see the stereotype confirmed. Stronger 

beliefs about stereotyped groups represent greater potential incongruence between 

those beliefs and disconfirmatory information. The result of this greater incongruence 

may be a stronger affective reaction or greater cognitive dissonance, the prospect of 
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which can motivate information seekers to avoid disconfirming information 

(Pysczcynski & Greenberg, 1987). It's also possible to formulate a cognitive 

connection between stereotype endorsement and a hypothesis preservation strategy. 

The stronger a perceiver's stereotype endorsement the more accessible and singular the 

stereotypical characteristics, and thus the more likely they will be selected for testing. 

Thus it is predicted that endorsement will be related to stereotype preservation out of 

both cognitive expediency and a motivation to see the stereotype confirmed. 

Affective reaction is the degree to which a perceiver experiences a positive or 

negative affective reaction to the stereotyped group. Perceivers use their affective 

reaction to a group as a source of information when making decisions about how to 

interact with members of a group, thus it seems probable that affective reaction may 

be reflected in patterns in information seeking. Jones (1990) argues that the greater an 

affective reaction to a group the more category based expectancies are likely to be 

apparent in behaviour toward that group, thus it is predicted that strong affective 

reaction will be reflected in the stereotypicality of the questions generated in the open 

questions condition. Another dimension of stereotypes that's related to endorsement is 

homogeneity; this is the extent to which all members of the group are believed to 

share the same characteristics and how similar the members of a given group are 

thought to be to one another. A greater perceived homogeneity might influence 

information-gathering strategies by strengthening the perceived generaliseability of 

the stereotype, which may in turn increase confidence in the expectations based on the 

stereotype and thus reduce the amount of information sought (Hattrup & Ford, 1995; 

Trope & Thompson, 1997). That is, if an individual believes that all members of a 

given group are more likely to share certain characteristics then it is reasonable to 

suspect that they are more comfortable generalising from individuals to the group and 

therefore may also be predisposed to generalising from the stereotype to the group. 

Dispositional Differences in Cognitive Habits and Motivations 

The dispositional measures included in this study were all selected according to two 

criteria. The first was that they are pertinent to social cognition and have previously 

demonstrated a role in the processing of social information. The second is that they do 
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not automatically confer a particular set of attitudes or societal perceptions. Other 

dispositional variables that have been associated with stable differences in 

stereotyping and prejudice (Whitley, 1999) were considered but were passed over 

because they were felt to relate too directly to attitudes and stereotypes, and in some 

ways might equally be conceptualised as stable personal ideologies (Levy, 1999). For 

example, Altemeyer's (1998) Right-Wing Authoritarianian, a development of 

Adamo's (1950) work, includes as part of its core conceptualisation that an individual 

high in right-wing authoritarianism will hold certain attitudes toward out-groups and 

authority. While Right-Wing Authoritarianism has proven itself to be both reliable 

and capable of making predictions about stereotyping and prejudice it was felt that it 

was too directly related to the content of perceptions of social groupings and less 

related to intrinsic tendencies in information-gathering and cognitive processing and 

how these night indirectly influence information seeking, which is the focus of this 

study. The dispositional variables included here do not ipso facto confer any attitudes 

or beliefs but rather represent orientations and motivations in the way information is 

processed and organised. The three dispositional measures included in this study have 

previously been considered together as measures of cognitive tendencies ( e.g. Schaller 

et al, 1996; Cacioppo, Petty, Feinstein & Jarvis, 1996), but have never exhibited a 

high enough covariance to suggest that any of them are measuring the same thing. 

Personal Need for Structure 

As is often remarked in psychology, the environment provides perceivers with an 

almost infinite amount of information. It is thus incumbent upon the individual's 

perceptual and cognitive systems to impose some order and structure on this 

information so that it may be made sense of. One of the tools by which perceivers do 

this is through the use of cognitive structures, or mental representations based on past 

experiences and perceptions that aid in the interpretation of stimuli. A stereotype is an 

example of such a structure. As labour saving and decision making tools cognitive 

structures however are only as good as they are simple. The more complex and 

extensive the structure and the blurrier the distinctions and boundaries, the more 

flexible and indefinite the inferences it allows the perceiver to make. Because of this it 

would appear that people have a need to protect the utility and consistency of their 
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cognitive structures, they interpret information in manner that supports a structure 

even when the justifiability of doing so is questionable (Devine, 1989; Fiske & 

Taylor, 1991 ), they have a better memory for information that is consistent with a 

structure (Fiske & Taylor, 1991; Jones, 1990; Kunda & Sanitioso, 1989) and they 

attenuate more to information that is consistent with it (Darley & Gross, 1983; Hattrup 

& Ford, 1995). Cognitive structures, and the methods employed to protect them, can 

also lead to errors, and there is also evidence to show that perceivers are aware of this 

and can make allowances for it. For instance, when perceivers are motivated to make 

accurate assessments there is research showing that they tend to rely less on general 

cognitive structures and pay more attention to individual, situation specific, 

information (Brewer, 1988; Fiske & Neuberg, 1990; Fiske & Taylor, 1991). So an 

individual is presented with two conflicting drives, in order to make decisions and 

operate effectively an individual has a need to employ simple cognitive structures, but 

they are also aware that these structures can lead to errors and that inferences made 

based on them can be misleading. What determines the degree to which individuals 

opt for the more efficient simple structures? Most of the research to date has 

examined the ways in which the environment and contingencies can influence an 

individual's reliance on cognitive structures for example high cognitive load (Freund, 

Kruglanski & Shpitzajzen, 1985; Kruglanski & Freud, 1983). However, there is a 

growing recognition that environmental factors do not account for all the variance, 

and that there are stable individual differences in the degree to which people rely upon 

simple cognitive structures. Out of this thought has come the construct of Personal 

Need for Structure (PNS; Neuberg & Newsom, 1993). PNS represents a motivational 

link between personality and social cognition, in that it determines an individual's 

basic desire to use and maintain simple social cognitive structures. In short it 

represents the default position on the continuum between entirely relying on basic 

cognitive structures for processing of information and completely discarding cognitive 

structures and processing all the available information without regard to them. It may 

also impact upon the readiness with which one moves up and down this continuum 

when exposed to environmental influences. Neuberg and Newsom (1993; p. 115) 

define a high PNS individual as; 
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"one leading a simple, tightly organised life, both cognitively and 
behaviourally. The contents of the cognitive structures should be 
relatively homogenous, each structure should be well bounded, relatively 
distinct from others and such individuals should be relatively uninhibited 
about using their existing structures to interpret new events ... In sum, such 
individuals are motivated to seek out simply structured ways of dealing 
with their world. " 

Based on their conceptualisation of PNS Neuberg and Newsom (1993) developed the 

11-item Personal Need for Structure Scale. They found that high PNS scores were 

related to lower scores on the Scott H (Scott, 1969) measure of cognitive complexity 

(Study 3) and the interpretation of ambiguous behaviour as stereotypical (Study 4). 

High PNS scores have also been associated with a predisposition to form erroneous 

group stereotypes (Schaller et al., 1995). Neuberg and Newsom (1993) argued that the 

interactions of individuals with a high need for structure will be characterised by 

simpler, structurally driven processing compared to those of high PNS individuals. 

Consequently they think it likely that high need for structure individuals will employ 

information processing strategies that focus on structure relevant information and 

structure consistent information. Furthermore, they characterise high need for 

structure individuals as "particularly likely to arrange their social interactions in ways 

that enable them to avoid complexity and retain simple structures" (p. 127). This 

suggests the possibility of an inclination toward the use of confirmatory information

seeking strategies, because these forms of strategy are more reliant on existing 

cognitive structures in the sense that they focus on structure consistent information 

and they serve to maintain existing structures. 

Because of their greater dependence on existing cognitive structures people with high 

PNS have a lot more invested in the validity of stereotypes and are a lot more reliant 

on them as inferential tools than are individuals with a lower PNS. Consequently 

having the predictions, content or utility of a cognitive structure like a stereotype 

disconfirmed is more likely to induce anxiety in an individual with high PNS. 

Therefore, if people are motivated to use a more confirmatory strategy when the 

affective consequences of the hypothesis test are likely to be strong (Pysczcynski & 

Greenberg, 1987) the results of this study ought to indicate that those with a higher 

PNS adopt more confirmatory strategies. 
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People high in PNS may also employ a stereotype preservation strategy because of the 

manner in which hypotheses for testing are generated. The stronger, more bordered, 

employment of cognitive structures that marks an individual high in PNS may also 

result in that individual being less inclined to generate hypotheses that are not related 

to the stereotype. The pool of hypotheses that the high PNS individual considers for 

testing is more centred on the aspects of the already activated stereotype. It is less 

likely that a high PNS individual, once a cognitive structure is active, will then 

disregard it and come up with other material to be tested. Low PNS individuals do 

not activate cognitive structures so strongly and their borders are more diffuse, thus it 

is easier for them to spontaneously generate hypotheses that are umelated to the 

stereotype. An uneven focus on stereotype consistent traits may also be evident in the 

questions they generate, resulting in the question set's displaying greater question set 

stereotypicality. 

Need for Cognition 

The construct of Need for Cognition (NfC) is based upon the premise that there are 

stable individual differences in the degree to which individuals engage in and enjoy 

effortful cognitive activity (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982). Social cognition research has 

long shown that the amount of cognitive processing individuals choose to expend on a 

given person or phenomena at any time is not static. In fact the motivated tactician 

model ( Fiske & Taylor, 1991) includes this as one of its central tenets. 

While there is plenty of evidence that the amount of cognitive resources that are 

devoted to a task is influenced by situational variables (Moreno & Bodenhausen, 

1999; Pendry & Macrae, 1994), there is also evidence to suggest that there are stable 

personal differences in the degree to which people are motivated to think about things 

when there is no pressure incumbent on them to do so (Cacioppo et al, 1996; 

Cacioppo, Petty & Kao, 1984). Intrinsic need for cognition (NfC) is thought to be one 

of the variables that are responsible for this variance. NfC refers to the degree to 

which thought and cognitive activity are intrinsically reinforcing and rewarding for an 

individual. The aetiology ofNfC is thought in part to be a function of past experiences 

and how reinforcing thought has proven to be in the past. NfC is most simply 

conceptualised as representing an individual's default position on the continuum 
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between cognitive miser and concentrated cognizer (Cacioppo et al, 1996; Fiske & 

Neuberg, 1987). Cacioppo et al. (1996) make the point that even when situational 

variables compel perceivers to process information thoroughly, individual differences 

in the N fC can be reflected in the enjoyment or frustration associated with such 

processing. Individuals who are high in NfC were more likely to "naturally seek, 

acquire, think about and look back on information to make sense of stimuli, 

relationships and events in their world." (Cacioppo et al, 1996; p. 198). Individuals 

high in NfC habitually engage in more in-depth processing of information, where as 

low NfC individuals typically rely on less effortful, heuristically based processing. 

The conceptualisation ofNfC suggests that it is also more process oriented than 

outcome oriented. The differential processing is not driven by differing goals for the 

end of the process, such as a need for accuracy or a need to arrive at simple 

conclusions, but the cognitive processing is experienced as pleasant or unpleasant and 

is therefore the end in itself. This differentiates it from other hypothesised individual 

difference variables that influence cognitive processing. For instance the previously 

discussed PNS is centred on relying on and maintaining simple cognitive structures. 

NfC has no goal that goes beyond increased or decreased cognition in general. 

Cacioppo et al., (1984) developed an 18-item measure of Need for Cognition Scale. 

Psychometric analysis of the scale suggests that it includes only one factor. Since it's 

inception this scale has been used in a number of studies and has been found to impact 

upon phenomena as diverse as information recall ( e.g. Cacioppo, Petty, Kao and 

Rodrigez, 1986) and preferred type of current affairs medium (TV v Newspaper, 

Fergusson, Chung & Weingold, 1985 cited in Cacioppo et al, 1986). 

There are a number of paths by which N fC might affect information seeking. There is 

evidence that individuals with a higher NfC tend to seek out a greater amount of 

information. For instance Verplancken (1993) found that high NfC scores were 

associated with a greater amount of information sought in an information acquisition 

task. This tendency may be particularly apparent when the effort that has to be 

expended to probe for information is greater, such as when questions must be 

generated as opposed to selected from a list provided. Hence, the impact ofNfC on 
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total information gathered should be stronger in the open-questions than the prepared 

questions conditions of the present study. 

It is not unreasonable to suspect that an individual low in NfC might be motivated to 

avoid the additional mental effort associated with disconfirmation by biasing their 

information search toward information that was expected to match the stereotype. On 

the other hand, individuals high in NfC would not be put off by the prospect of such 

processing, quite the contrary in fact. Information about counter-stereotypic 

characteristics may well be of curiosity to high NfC individuals and the prospect of 

assimilating it into existing stereotypes appealing. Thus low NfC perceivers are 

expected to exhibit a greater reliance of confirmatory strategies than are high NfC 

perceivers. 

There is evidence that individuals high in NfC are sensitive to the quality of the 

information they are receiving and that they subsequently adjust their opinions 

accordingly. In their meta-analysis of 11 studies that have looked at argument quality 

and NfC Cacioppo et al. (1996) concluded that, in comparison to low NfC individuals, 

high NfC individuals were more persuaded by good quality information than bad. 

High NfC individuals, as a consequence of their more thorough processing of 

information, tend to detect potential biases and correct for them. If high NfC 

individuals are more inclined to detect and reduce biases and both the stereotype 

preservation bias and the positive test bias can be detected and reduced we would 

expect high NfC participants to display a lesser use of both these strategies. Indirect 

support for this hypothesis is provided by studies that have found that high N fC is 

related to a lesser tendency to ignore or distort new information (V enkatramen, 

Marlino, Kardes & Sklar, 1990). 

Alternately, one might predict that although they may look for more information to 

process it may not be any less confirmatory. Lassiter, Briggs and Slaw (1991) found 

that when high NfC targets were presented with information that was inconsistent 

with their expectancies they devoted a lot more thought to explaining away the data 

than did their low NfC counterparts, suggesting that high NfC individuals are no more 

inclined to be accurate than are low NfC perceivers and that they may be more 

practised and inclined toward discounting disconfirming information. 
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High NfC may not in fact denote an automatically less biased information-seeking 

process. Rather, it would seem that the increase in processing that marks perceivers' 

high in NfC can enhance biases just as easily as it can reduce them. Cacioppo et al. 

(1996) concur that this is the case. In a series of studies conducted by themselves and 

others they found that when many of the well-established cognitive biases were 

induced (i.e. priming and recency effects) high NfC could further exacerbate the 

existing bias. They also make the point however that when these biases are detected, 

high NfC individuals are more likely to go to efforts to reduce them. 

The potential influence ofNfC on information-seeking would appear to be rather 

complex. It is predicted that higher NfC participants will be less reliant on questions 

that can be answered with a "yes" or "no", on the basis that they are not disinclined to 

engage in the processing of open-ended answers. There are grounds for predicting 

both a greater and a lesser reliance on confirmatory bias and furthermore these effects 

may not be mutually exclusive, they could conceivably act in tandem, competing and 

cancelling one another out. Thus predictions relating to NfC are more exploratory. It 

is predicted, because of it's impact on cognition, that NfC will be related to trends in 

information seeking, but the direction and nature of these trends is undetermined. 

Attributional Complexity 

Attributional Complexity (AtC; Fletcher, Danilovics, Fernandez, Peterson & Reeder, 

1986) is the degree to which individuals spontaneously use complex explanatory 

schemata when thinking about others. AtC was developed from the various models of 

attribution (Kelley, 1967; Jones & Davis, 1965). In addition to research investigating 

the impact of situational factors on the complexity of attributions, interest was shown 

in the possibility that there might also be individual differences in attributional goals 

tendencies(Fletcher et al., 1986). AtC is one attempt at conceptualising these 

differences. Most of the research that has examined AtC so far has looked, 

understandably, at it's role in behavioural attributions, for example how it impacts on 

perceivers understanding their marital partner's behaviour (Fletcher, 1981). The 

possible role it might play in information-seeking with regard to stereotyped targets 

should not be overlooked. Fletcher, Rosanowski, Rhodes and Lange (1992) 

characterise attributionally complex individuals as being akin to experts in other non-
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social fields. They argue that attributionally complex individuals are more sensitive to 

the complexity of differing situations and adjust their processing accordingly. If the 

problem is multifaceted or difficult then complex individuals are more inclined to 

recognise this and alter their processing appropriately, and their adjustments employ 

more efficient and appropriate schemas. Attributionally simpler individuals on the 

other hand are not likely to change their processing styles according to the complexity 

of the problem. AtC's involvement in the attribution process suggests that it may also 

play a role in information seeking. If complex perceivers are inclined to pay more 

attention to important information and to interpret it in a more appropriate manner 

then it is feasible to imagine that these skills might generalise across into the manner 

in which they select information about others. More complex attributions may suggest 

a lesser reliance on stereotypes as a primary explanatory device, and hence a need for 

a greater amount of information in general and a lesser amount of information that 

makes reference to the stereotype. 

The best way to convey the basic attributes that separate the attributionally from the 

attributionally simple is perhaps to go through the hypothesised facets of AtC. The 

first is intrinsic motivation to explain and understand other people's behaviour. 

Individuals high in AtC have a greater intrinsic motivation to understand the real 

causes underlying others'behaviour. Thus they are willing to go to more effort to 

process information about others and overcome processing biases. This is the facet 

that is most likely to effect information-gathering strategies as it is akin to an accuracy 

motivation. The preference for complex rather than simple explanations represents an 

individual's motivation to look for multiple contributing factors when trying to 

understand behaviour. A more complex perceiver looks for a greater number and 

range of possibly influential factors. The presence of metacognition concerning 

explanations essentially relates to the individuals awareness of their own thinking 

about behavioural explanations and any possible flaws in it. This class of cognition is 

thought to require some fairly sophisticated cognitive processing (Fletcher et al, 1986) 

and to strongly differentiate the complex from the simple. An awareness of the extent 

to which behaviour is a function of interaction with others is also indicative of an 

individual high in attributional complexity. It has long been understood by researchers 

and astute observers that people have a natural inclination to attribute others with a 
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greater responsibility for some behaviours than is warranted, and that behaviour is a 

function of the interaction between two people. The tendency to infer abstract or 

causally complex internal attributions represents the degree to which the perceiver 

expends effort on accurately identifying and defining those causes that are identified 

as internal. Some dispositional explanations are more complex and abstract, others are 

more descriptive and direct; high attributional complexity is reflected in a preference 

for the former over the later. The tendency to infer abstract, contemporary, external 

causes is essentially the tendency of more complex individuals looking for external 

causes of behaviour that are not immediately salient but may well be exerting an 

influence over behaviour. Finally the tendency to infer external causes operating from 

the past, as the label suggests this is the complex individuals' tendency to consider 

external causes in an individuals past as influencing current behaviour. It ought be 

remembered that although there are several hypothesised facets of AtC psychometric 

evidence supports the conceptualisation of a single factor. So complexity on any one 

facet is expected to covary with similar levels of complexity on the other facets The 

greater meta-cognitive abilities of attributionally complex participants, in combination 

with their awareness of the way interaction impacts on behaviour, suggests that they 

will be better capable of detecting biases in their information-gathering strategies. 

Their greater intrinsic motivation to explain and understand others'behaviour suggests 

that they are motivated to be more accurate in their impressions of others and be better 

able to predict their behaviour. These factors in combination would suggest that 

attributionally complex perceivers are likely to employ a less confirmatory strategy 

when information seeking, reflected in a reduction of both preservation strategies and 

positive test strategies. More complex perceivers also appear to prefer diverse kinds of 

information relating to a wide range of possible causes whereas simpler perceivers are 

happier to attribute greater responsibility to a single cause. The corollary of this with 

regard to information-seeking about stereotyped targets is that complex individuals 

are unlikely to be satisfied with just the stereotype as a source of information and are 

consequently more inclined to seek information that does not relate the stereotype. 

Thus it is expected that complex participants will generate/select more questions and 

that these questions will demonstrate a lesser degree of stereotypicality. Furthermore, 
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attributionally complex participants ought to select a greater proportion of neutral 

traits. 

The Present Research 

The major aim of the present study is to investigate whether a number of individual 

differences are influential in information seeking. Each participant will first fill out 

measures of the cognitive and personality constructs mentioned above, as well as 

measures of their stereotype endorsement, affective reaction and perceived 

homogeneity toward members of a social group, specifically policemen. Policemen 

have been selected as the target group for a number of reasons. Much stereotyping 

research has used occupational groups as the target group. Policemen are distinctive 

through their uniforms making categorisation easy. The important societal role of 

police and the fact that police officers choose this occupation leads to participants' 

feeling they could honestly report their perceptions of, and emotional reactions 

toward, policemen. Unlike other easily identifiable social groups ( e.g. women and 

ethnic minorities) there are no strong social norms encouraging participants to edit 

their reported attitudes toward policemen. The presentation of pictures of officers in 

perceptually salient blue uniforms in addition to verbal labels was used to also further 

activate the participants' stereotypes. Previous research on New Zealand student 

samples has also identified a consistent stereotype (Singer & Singer, 1985). 

Each participant will then perform one of two tasks designed to indicate how they 

would go about forming an impression of the policeman. The information-seeking 

tasks will be structured to minimise any external accuracy and directional goals and 

thus allow the internal factors of interest to exercise a maximal influence. The 

instructions given participants will be directed at focusing attention on the target's 

personality but not strongly enough to induce an accuracy motivation. Participants 

will be presented with a picture of a target along with some brief background 

information (their age, sex, a generic name and occupation) and told to select or 

generate questions but that they would not receive answers to those questions as it was 

thought that this might lead participants in the open questions condition to edit their 

questions, out of deference or politeness. In the prepared questions condition 
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participants will be presented with a list of characteristics, one third of which will be 

stereotypic, one third of which will be counter-stereotypic and one third of which will 

be stereotype neutral. Participants were free to select as many traits as they felt were 

necessary to form an impression of the target. The proportions of stereotypic and 

counter-stereotypic traits they select provide a measure of their stereotype preservation 

strategy. Those that select a greater proportion of stereotypic than counter-stereotypic 

traits are said to exhibit an absolute stereotype preservation strategy. The tendency to 

ask a greater the proportion of stereotypic traits without a corresponding rise in the 

proportion of counter-stereotypic traits represents a participants relative stereotype 

preservation strategy. Once a characteristic is selected participants select one of two 

questions, one a stereotype matching question and one a stereotype mismatching 

question. Participants that select a higher proportion of matching questions will be 

said to be employing a positive test strategy. The degree of the preference for 

matching questions over mismatching questions provides each participant's relative 

measure of tendency toward a positive test strategy. 

Participants in the open questions condition will be asked to generate their own 

questions. These questions will subsequently be coded according to whether the 

question could be answered with a simple "Yes" or "No". This measure is an attempt 

to gauge the simplicity of their impression formation strategies. The degree to which 

participants employ this kind of question in the open questions condition also speaks 

to the validity of the prepared questions condition, given that all the questions in the 

prepared questions condition are of this type. The sets of questions will also be coded 

for stereotypicality. This measure provides an index of the extent to which the 

participant is letting their stereotype leak into their questions. Analysis involved 

correlating participants' information-seeking patterns with the dispositional and 

stereotyping measures. Scores on the stereotyping measures are all expected to weakly 

correlate with each other. In addition, high scores on the stereotyping measures, 

particularly endorsement, are thought likely to correlate positively with a preference 

for stereotypic traits and a preference for matching over mismatching questions. 

Endorsement was also thought likely to be related to a the number of questions. PNS 

is expected to positively correlate with the measure of endorsement. PNS was 

expected to correlate with stereotypicality in the question set, proportional selection of 
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counter-stereotypical traits. PNS is predicted to negatively correlate with the selection 

of a proportion of stereotype mismatching questions. Predictions with regard to Nfe 

are a little more tentative, as it would appear from the literature that it is just as 

capable of exaggerating existing biases as it is of reducing them. It was thought that 

Nfe would be linked to the selection/generation number of questions in both 

conditions, but particularly so in the open questions condition, as well a lesser reliance 

on "yes" or "no" answer questions. 

High Ate participants' greater capacity for monitoring interactions and detecting 

potential biases suggested they will generate a less stereotypical set of questions. Ate 

is predicted to negatively correlate with the proportion of stereotypic traits and the 

proportion of matching question. In addition it is anticipated that high Ate 

participants will select a greater proportion of stereotype neutral traits. 
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Method 

Participants 

One hundred and fifteen ( 62 in the open questions condition and 53 in the prepared 

questions condition) participants were run individually and were recruited by 

advertising at the University of Canterbury. Four of the participants chose not to ask 

any questions at all (3 from the open questions condition and 1 from the prepared). It 

was assumed that these participants had incorrectly understood the instructions and 

thus their data was eliminated from the analysis, leaving a remaining total of 111 

participants. As even a proportion of males and females as was practical were 

recruited. There were 44 females and 15 males in the open questions condition and, 27 

females and 25 males in the prepared questions. Participants were recruited from 

around the University, so the mean age was relatively young at 22.1 years for both 

conditions. The youngest participant was 18 and the oldest 46. Participants were not 

questioned about previous experience of police because the experimenter was unable 

to determine what sort of experience might influence information-seeking strategies 

and present grounds for exclusion from the study. The open-ended question condition 

was run with the first 59 participants and the prepared questions condition on the 

following 52. 

Materials 

Stimulus materials were presented in the form of a web page. Only participants were 

given access to the page. The pages used in the study can be found at 

http://cantua.canterbury.ac.nz/~spk19/webstuff/h1dex.htm. 

The three scales used were the Need for Cognition Scale (NfC; Cacioppo, Petty, 

Feinstein and Jarvis, 1996; attached as Appendix F), Attributional Complexity Scale 

(AtC; Fletcher, Danilovics, Fernandez, Peterson & Reeder, 1986; attached as 

Appendix H) and the Personal Need for Structure (PNS; Neuberg &Newsom, 1993; 

attached as Appendix G). All these measures have been found to exhibit acceptable 

levels of internal consistency and reliability in the studies cited. h1 addition to these 

pre-established scales it was also necessary to formulate some additional measures. 
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Stimulus materials for the endorsement measure 

Assessing endorsement of the police officer stereotype required the construction of a 

new measure, which required pilot testing. The pilot study consisted first of asking 20 

participants, recruited from the same pool as the main study, to generate two lists of 

adjectives, those they felt were characteristic of the group "police officers" and those 

they felt were uncharacteristic (a sample response sheet is attached as Appendix A). 

The most frequently occurring 10 adjectives from each list (those that were 

characteristic and those that were uncharacteristic) were then presented, along with 

their antonyms, to another 20 participants as a series of semantic differentials. These 

participants marked on the continuum where they feel police officers lie. These 

participants then received the same scales; only this time they were instructed to fill it 

out according to where they thought "people in general" lay ( copies of this pilot 

measure are included as Appendix B). Stereotypical differentials were identified as 

those upon which participants reported significantly different mean scores for police 

and for people in general ( as determined by at-test for dependant samples). The 10 

traits most strongly associated with the stereotype, as identified by t-values, were used 

as the police (the ten traits with the largest differences between mean ratings for 

police and for people in general, with police receiving a higher rating than people in 

general) relevant semantic differentials1
. 5 additional, stereotype irrelevant 

differentials were added to draw attention away from the fact that the study was 

interested in traits that were stereotypical of police officers. The 15 selected semantic 

differentials are presented below, stereotypical differentials are represented by an *. 

*Threatening/Unthreatening, *Formal/Casual, * Authoritarian/ 
Democratic, *Intimidating/Unintimidating, *Physically Fit/Physically 
Unfit, *Powerfitl/Powerless, *Suspicious/Trusting, *Stern/Easy-going, 
* Hostile/Friendly, * Rigid/Flexible, Extroverted/Introverted, 
Intelligent/Unintelligent, Perceptive/Insensitive, Focused/Unfocused, 
Cautious/ Impulsive. 

A copy of the web page on which this measure was presented, along with the affective 

thermometer and the homogeneity measure, is attached as Appendix J. 
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Stimulus materials for the prepared questions information-seeking 
section. 

The stimulus material for the prepared questions condition of the main study also 

required pilot testing. In this condition participants were required to select, from a list 

of traits provided, traits about which they wished to receive additional information 

about the target individual. One third of these were to be stereotypical, one third 

counter-stereotypical and one third stereotype neutral traits. Because the traits in this 

section of the study referred to a single specific characteristic (for example "Hostile") 

rather than a continuum between the two opposite ends of a dimension 

(Hostile/Passive), it was felt that the information from the pilot study used to come up 

with the endorsement measure ( outlined above) may not be entirely appropriate. 

Hence a new pilot study that focused on single traits was conducted. 

Using the same list of 20 characteristics generated in the initial stages of the first pilot, 

12 participants were asked to rate how characteristic of people in general they thought 

each single trait was (1 - "not very characteristic at all" 9- "very characteristic"). 

Then they were asked to do the same again for the group "police". Copies of this pilot 

are attached as Appendix C. 

Attempts were made to select trait words that differed from those used in the 

endorsement measure but it was difficult to identify any that were as strongly 

associated with the stereotype, so in some cases the words from the endorsement 

measure were repeated. Once again dependent t-tests were conducted to identify the 5 

most characteristic (those for which police were rated as significantly different to 

people in general), the 5 most uncharacteristic (those for which police were rated 

significantly lower than people in general) and the 5 most similar (no significant 

difference in t score) were selected2
• This pilot study produced the following 15 trait 

categories (** stereotypical, *counter-stereotypical); 

1 Unfortunately the computer on which the raw data from this pilot study and the raw data itself were 
both stolen in a burglary of the experimenter's flat, so the means and t-scores from the pilot test are not 
available. 
2 The data from this pilot were also stolen in the same incident and thus the means and t-values are not 
available. 
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**Formal, **Intimidating, ** Authoritarian, **Hostile, **Suspicious, Thoughtful, 

Discrete, Proactive, Perceptive, Intuitive, *Unreliable, *Dishonest, *Laid-back, 

*Flexible, *Forgiving. 

For the main study each of the traits required 2 questions, one was phrased so that a 

"yes" answer would be consistent with possession of the trait presented and the other 

so that a "yes" answer would be inconsistent with possession of the trait. Establishing 

these questions also required a pilot study. The experimenter created 4 yes/no 

questions related to each of the 15 trait categories without actually mentioning that 

trait by name. For instance a question related to hostility might be "Do you find that in 

some circumstances it is necessary to appear overbearing or threatening?". The 

resultant list of 60 questions was then given to 12 pilot participants recruited from 

around the University. These participants reported on two aspects of the questions. 

Participants were asked to indicate how useful they thought each question would be to 

establish the extent to which a person exhibits the associated characteristic 

(1- "not at all useful" 9 - "very useful"). A higher rating would indicate that the 

question and its answer would better differentiate between those that exhibited that 

trait and those that did not. The pairs of questions used in the study proper were 

selected to be of equivalent utility, as established by at-test. None of the pairs of 

questions in each trait category had significantly different utility scores but all had 

mean utility ratings equal to or greater than the scale midpoint. Accordingly any 

preferences for one or other type of question could not be attributed to a preference for 

diagnosticity. 

Pilot participants were also asked what percentage of police officers they thought 

would answer "yes" to each question. Those that consistently received a low 

percentage score (mean <35%) were determined to be stereotype mismatching and 

those that consistently got a high percentage score (mean >65%) were determined to 

be stereotype mismatching. For the stereotypical and counter-stereotypical trait 

categories one question in each pair was stereotype matching and one stereotype 

mismatching. There was no difference in the likelihood of a policeman answering 

"yes" to the questions relating to the neutral traits. For the stereotypic traits the 

question designed so that a "yes" answer was consistent with the trait was the 
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stereotype matching question and the question designed such that a "yes" answer was 

not consistent with the trait was the stereotype mismatching question. For the counter

stereotypic traits the question designed such that a "yes" answer was consistent with 

the possession of the trait was the stereotype mismatching question and the question 

designed such that a "yes" answer was not consistent with the trait was the stereotype 

matching question. Preference for stereotype matching questions is consistent with a 

positive test strategy. 

Once the pilot study had led to the 30 questions being chosen, these were checked for 

any potentially confounding differences. Consequently some minor modifications 

were made to some of the questions in order to maximise consistency across and 

within the categories. Some of the questions referred to what the respondent believed 

or their ideals and some referred to the respondent's behaviour. It was felt that this 

was an unnecessary inconsistency that might interfere with the results so those 

questions that referred to beliefs were modified to refer to behaviour, in line with the 

other questions. For example, "Do you think it is important to employ techniques that 

help you remain adaptive and responsive to change?" was modified to read "Do you 

think you employ techniques that help you remain adaptive and responsive to 

change?". Questions were also checked for any differences in word or question 

length. The presentation order of each pair of questions (matching/mismatching) was 

counterbalanced across the traits. The questions, along with the associated mean 

ratings and t values of usefulness and percentage of police are attached as Appendix 

Q. 

In order to establish affective reaction to police officers an affective thermometer 

(Koenig & King, 1962; Sidanius, 1996) was employed. This measure was a 16-point 

scale represented as a thermometer, with the top labelled "Intensely Favourable" and 

the bottom labelled "Intensely Unfavourable". Participants were asked to indicate, by 

selecting one of the points on the scale, how they felt about police officers. The higher 

the score the more favourable their reaction. 
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Procedure 

Participants were tested individually. They were welcomed to the laboratory seated at 

a computer terminal and given instructions on how to navigate their way through the 

study. These instructions included how to enter text into text boxes, how to select one 

of the points on a rating scale and how to move onto the next page. Participants were 

then left alone to complete the study, but with instructions to notify the experimenter 

who was in the next room ifthere were any problems. 

The individual differences section. 

Participants were first asked to provide their sex and age. Then the dispositional 

scales were presented, each on a different page. The NfC scale was labelled 

"Cognitive Habits Inventory", the AtC scale labelled "Social Perception Scale" and 

the PNS scale labelled "Personal and Social Organisation Inventory". The scales' 

names were changed in order to disguise exactly what they were measuring to prevent 

factors like social desirability influencing responses made. Once the participant had 

completed each scale they clicked on a large button at the bottom of the page to 

proceed to the next page. There was no missing data from any of the scales as the 

computer prompted the participant to go back and check the scale in the event that 

they had not filled out any of the items. The order of scale presentation was rotated 

according to a Latin squares design. Participants responded to each question on a 7 

point Likert type scale (1 - "Strongly Agree" 7 - "Strongly Disagree"). 

Once participants had finished the 3 individual difference scales they moved onto the 

"Occupation Selection" page. This page began with the following instructions. 

"This part of the study is attempting to get an idea of how you see and 
understand your social world. Towards this end we are going to gather 
some information relating to how you see people in different jobs and 
occupations. Below are 6 buttons, each representing one of 6 
occupational groups. 
We would like you to select just one occupation by selecting the 
appropriate button. You will be asked to do a couple of tasks relating to 
both the occupational group and specific individuals from that 
occupation. " 
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Below these instructions were 6 buttons labelled Occupations 1-6. However, all the 

buttons led to same page that dealt with police officers. The purpose of this procedure 

was to avoid suggesting to participants that the focus of the study was on police 

officers. The page that all buttons led onto was headed up by the following (Attached 

as Appendix~; 

"Below are two tasks. The one on the left is what we have termed a 
feelings thermometer. You will see that the thermometer is anchored at the 
top and bottom by intensely favourable and intensely unfavourable. These 
refer to your feelings toward that group. So if, when encountering or 
thinldng about police officers, your feelings are very favourable then you 
should select one of the points toward the top of the thermometer. On the 
other hand, if your reactions are very negative then you should select a 
point closer to the bottom of the thermometer. 
The task on the right is attempting to get an idea of the types of 
characteristics that you think the occupational group generally displays. 
There are 15 sets of word pairs, each pair represents the two extremes of 
the same characteristic. In between the two extremes is a line, you select 
the point that best represents where you think the group lies on the 
continuum. 
Once again, it is important that you are honest when responding here, 
there are "no" right or wrong answers and all your responses are 
completely anonymous and confidential. " 

Affective reaction was measured according to the participants response on the 

affective thermometer. Stereotype endorsement was gauged by presenting participants 

with 15 semantic-differentials identified in the first pilot study. The semantic 

differentials were separated by a 15-point continuum between the 2 antonyms. In 

addition to the 15 semantic differentials participants were also be asked to indicate, on 

a 15-point scale, how similar they felt any one police officer is to other police officers. 

The higher the score the more similar they felt police officers were to one another. 

The purpose of this measure was to tap the participant's perception of the 

homogeneity of the group. 

The information-seeking section. 

There were two different conditions in the information-seeking section. In one 

condition participants were provided with the opportunity to formulate their own 

information-seeking questions. In the second condition participants were presented 
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with a list of prepared questions from which they could select as many as they 

considered necessary to form an impression of the target. 

For both groups the information-seeking section began with a page entitled 

"Impression Formation" with the following instructions; 

This part of the study is attempting to get an idea of how you see and 
understand other people. Below are 6 buttons, each leading to a brief 
profile of a person from the occupational group about which you have just 
answered questions. You will be asked to do some tasks relating to the 
individual so please give the profile some attention. Please select one. 

Again there were 6 buttons, this time marked Target Person 1-6, and again they all 

lead to the same page. On this page the profile was presented. It consisted of 1 of 3 

different pictures of policemen in uniform (varied in order to dilute any effects 

associated with a particular picture), along with name, age and occupation, which 

were constant across all 3 targets. Once they had read the information on the profile 

page participants moved onto either the open-ended or prepared questions section. A 

hard copy of the target profile page is attached as Appendix L. 

The open questions condition. 

For the open questions section of the experiment participants were given the following 

instructions; 

The purpose of this part of the study is to gather data about the kind of 
information that people look for when they are forming impressions of 
people. What we would like you to do is tell us what kind of questions you 
would ask the above person if you were trying to form an impression of 
them. So, in each of the boxes below we would like you to write one 
question you would ask the target if you were trying to get an 
understanding of what they are like. You can assume that you will get an 
honest answer to your question. 
There are 10 boxes provided but you don 't have to use all of them. 
Once you have finished listing your questions you can move on by clicldng 
the Grey button at the bottom of the page. 

Below the instructions were 10 text boxes. The participants made entries in as many 

of the 10 boxes as they felt were needed. A hard copy of the open question page is 

attached as Appendix M. Once they had indicated, by clicking a button at the bottom 
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of the page, that they had generated all the questions participants felt were necessary 

they were taken to a final page on which they were debriefed as to the purposes of the 

study (attached as Appendix 0), thanked and told to let the experimenter know that 

they had finished. The participant was than also thanked in person by the experimenter 

and given their $5 reward. In total participants took 20 to 35 minutes to complete their 

participation. 

The prepared questions condition. 

The prepared question screen began with the following instructions; 

The next part of the experiment is attempting to establish the kinds of 
information we find useful when trying to form an impression of someone. 
In an earlier study we got participants to supply the questions they would 
ask a person if they were trying to establish an understanding of someone. 
In this study we have chosen some of these questions and we want you to 
select which of these you think you would find useful if you were trying to 
get and understanding of the target person provided. 
For ease and efficiency we have divided the questions up according to the 
personality trait to which they refer. Clicldng on one of the traits below 
will provide you with two questions, one of which you can select. If you 
want to select both questions you need to come back to the list of 
personality characteristics and select that characteristic again. You can 
assume you would get an honest reply to the question. 
You can select as many questions as you wish from as many of the traits 
as you wish but we have provided far more questions than we think you 
will need so you need not feel like you have to select them all. Once you 
have selected all the questions you think you would need to get an idea of 
that persons personality, click on the larger button at the bottom of the 
page. 

The 15 categories provided were those identified in the second pilot study 5 were 

stereotypic, 5 counter-stereotypic and 5 stereotype neutral. The order of presentation 
---------.....--------------·- _,-

was rotated according to a Latin squares de~ign. fftrticipants selected one of the trait 
c---~--- ---- -------,- .. ...., _______ ---·--- ~----- ----- --~-------

categories and were then presented with two questions, as identified in the third pilot 

study, from which they could pick one (a sample of one of question selection pages is 

attached as Appendix P). The order of the two questions was counter balanced. Once 

they had done so they were returned to the list of fifteen trait categories where they 

could either select another trait or indicate that they had selected all the questions that 
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they felt they would need to. A hard copy of the prepared questions page is attached as 

AppendixN. 

Participants in this condition took between 20 and 40 mins to complete their 

participation. Once finished, they were thanked for their co-operation, debriefed, 

rewarded with $5 and dismissed. 
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Results 

The data in this study were divided into three sets; the first is the individual difference 

scales that all 111 participants completed. The second is the data from the open 

questions condition (n=59). The third is the data from the prepared questions 

condition (n=52). The sex of participants was also recorded, and t-tests revealed that 

there were no significant differences between the sexes on any of the dependant 

measures, either the individual difference scales or the information-seeking measures. 

Sex of participants will not therefore be considered in the reported analysis. A one

way ANOVA showed that there were no significant differences on any of the 

information-seeking measures in the prepared questions condition as a function of the 

photographs of the policemen. This variable will not, therefore, be considered in the 

analysis. T-test revealed that here were no significant differences between participants 

in the two information-seeking conditions on any of the individual difference 

measures. 

Individual difference Scales 

All participants filled out the 3 individual difference measures and the measures of 

stereotype endorsement, homogeneity and affective reaction. The four multiple 

question scales were all found to have acceptable levels of internal reliability and 

consistency. The means and Cronbach's alpha scores relating to each of the scales are 

shown in Table 1. Accordingly a total score for each participant was calculated for 

each scale and used in the subsequent analyses. The ratings for the stereotypic traits on 

the endorsement measure exhibited an acceptable level of internal reliability 

(Cronbach's a=.8003) and so a total score for each participant was created by 

summing their ratings on the 10 stereotype relevant semantic differentials, a higher 

score representing greater endorsement of the stereotype. The stereotype neutral 

dimensions were employed to help disguise what the focus of the scale was and were 

not included when calculating the endorsement score. Means for the endorsement 

measure and for the affective thermometer (higher scores represent more positive 

feelings) and the homogeneity measure (higher scores represent greater perceived 

homogeneity) are also in Table 1. 
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Table 1; Table of Reliability, Means and Range Statistics for the Dispositional 
Scale and the Stereotyping Measures. 

Cronbach's Mean Std. Max Min 
Alpha Dev . (max poss) (min poss) 

PNS . 8615 43.61 11.77 66 (77) 15(1 J) 
AtC .8914 153.71 20.42 196 (196) 109 (28) 
NfC .8453 14.62 88.83 122 (126) 52 (18) 

Endor. .8003 58.15 18.25 107 (150) 10 (10) 
Affect. na 9.52 3.79 16(16) 1 (1) 

Homogen. na 7.48 3.38 14 (15) 1 (1) 

The Pearson product-moment correlations between the three dispositional scales and 

the stereotyping measures are shown in Table 2. Only one of the dispositional 

measures correlated significantly with any of the measures of stereotyping. There was 

a positive significant correlation between AtC and perceived homogeneity, (r(l 11 )= 

.189, p<.05). The higher a participants level of attributional complexity the more 

homogenous they considered police to be. There were also a significant correlation 

NfC and AtC, (r(l 11)= .434,p<.05), the higher a participants need for cognition the 

higher their level of attributional complexity. Of the stereotyping measures, both 

homogeneity and the affective thermometer correlated with positively with the 

stereotype endorsement (r(l 11)= .262,p<.05 and r(l 11)= .299,p<.05 respectively). 

The more strongly a participant endorsed the stereotype the more positive their 

affective reaction to police and the more homogenous they perceived police to be. 

Table 2: Table of Correlations between the Dispositional Measures and the 
Stereotyping Measures. 

AtC NfC Endor. Affect. Homogen. 
PNS .048 -.120 .050 .056 .029 
AtC .434 -.023 .094 .189 
NfC .085 -.050 .159 

Endor. .299 .262 
Affect. .010 

Homgene. 
Bold =p<.05 
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Open Questions Condition 

The first information-seeking condition involved the 59 participants generating their 

own questions to ask the target policemen. These questions were then coded according 

to the total number of questions asked, the proportion of the questions asked which 

required only a "yes" or a "no", and the stereotypicality of the set of questions as a 

whole. 

The number of questions asked was simply determined by the number of the 10 

available boxes the participant made an entry in. fu a limited number of cases (15 of 

the 489 entries) an entry in a box could have been interpreted as more than one 

question. For instance the entry "What sort of background do most criminals have? 

How do you think this affects them?" could be considered either one or two questions. 

It was felt that the intent of these questions was that they be considered singularly, and 

in "no" case did a participant ask two obviously unrelated questions in a single 

response box. Rather than second-guess the participant's intentions it was determined 

that any entry in a single box should be considered a single question. The mean 

number of questions asked was 8. 

Yes or "no" (YIN) answer questions were not difficult to identify. They generally 

began with "Do you ... " or "Are you ... ", although not always. If a question could 

adequately be answered by a simple "Yes" or "No" then it was counted. Some items 

asked a YIN question but then prompted for additional information. These items were 

not included as YIN questions because they would most likely elicit an open-ended 

answer. For instance "Do you like being a policeman? Why?" would not be deemed a 

YIN question because it would probably have led to a longer more information rich 

answer. Because the number of questions asked by each participant varied, the 

absolute number of YIN questions may be misleading. Accordingly each participant's 

number of YIN questions as a proportion of the total number of questions was used in 

the analysis. The mean proportion of questions that required only a "yes" or "no" 

answer was .355. 

Two raters, blind to the participants' scores on the other measures, scored each 

participant's set of questions for stereotypicality. The instructions given to the raters 

were designed to tap into the tone of the set of questions as a whole. Raters were first 
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informed of the content of the stereotype of policemen, as identified by the pilot 

studies. They were then instructed to estimate the degree to which the participant had 

this stereotype of a policeman in mind when generating questions, and how much they 

let this idea dictate the kinds of questions they asked. A Cronbach's alpha between the 

two raters produced an acceptable level of inter-rater reliability (a=.8298) so the two 

scores were collapsed and the mean used in the analysis. Table 3 summarises the 

correlations for this section. 

Pearson product-moment correlations were conducted between scores on the 

dispositional scales, the stereotyping scales and the information-seeking measures. 

The endorsement measure positively correlated with the homogeneity measure (r(59)= 

.295,p<.05). Participants in the open question condition that scored high on the 

endorsement measure also reported a greater perceived homogeneity. AtC positively 

correlated with NfC (r(59)= .505,p<.05), participants that scored high on the AtC 

scale also scored high on the NfC scale. There were no other significant correlations 

between any of the dispositional and stereotyping measures in the open questions 

condition. 

The correlations between the dispositional and stereotyping measures and the 

information-seeking measures are shown in Table 3. NfC scores correlated positively 

with both the number of questions asked (r(59)= .254,p<.05), and the stereotypicality 

of the set of questions (r(59)= .288,p<.05). Participants higher in NfC asked more 

questions and exhibited a greater stereotypicality in those questions. A higher 

endorsement score was positively related to the proportion of YIN questions asked 

(r(59)= .256,p<.05). The number of questions asked was positively correlated with 

the stereotypicality of the set of questions (r(59)= .314,p<.05). The proportion ofY/N 

questions asked was positively linked to both the set stereotypicality. 

To account for the possibility that the correlation between NfC and set stereotypicality 

might be a product of the correlation between set stereotypicality and the number of 

questions asked, another correlation between NfC and set stereotypicality was done 

after partially out the variance accounted for by the number of questions asked, the 
< 

resultant correlation was non-significant (r(59)= .179, n.s.) 00 --~· · 
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Table 3: Correlations for the open questions condition, between the dispositional 
measures, the stereotyping measures and the information-seeking measures. 

Mean No. Pr. St. 
Qu. YIN Set. 

PNS 43.5 .047 .113 .023 
NfC 90.9 .254 .141 .288 
AtC 156.2 .078 .062 .153 

Endorsement 58.2 .094 .256 .039 
Affective Thermometer 9.8 .205 -.093 -.175 

Homo~eneity 7.7 .007 .091 .177 
No. of Questions Asked 8 .176 .314 

Proportion ofY/N Questions Asked .355 .405 
Stereotypicality of the set 5.0 

Bold =p<.05 

Prepared Questions Condition 

The prepared questions condition asked the 52 participants to select questions from a 

list provided. As participants differed in the actual number of questions they selected 

the propmiions of the questions asked which were stereotypical, counter-stereotypical 

and stereotype neutral traits were used in the analysis. 

A single factor repeated measures ANOVA of the trait type (stereotypical, counter 

stereotypical and neutral) revealed a significant effect (F(2, 104)=3.61,p<.05). Figure 

1 shows the proportions of each of type of trait. On average participants selected .385 

stereotypical traits, .294 stereotype neutral traits and .318 counter-stereotypical traits. 

Post-hoc analysis (Tukey's HSD, p<.05) revealed that there was only a significant 

difference between the proportion of matching traits and the proportion of neutral 

traits. Thirty-six of the participants exhibited an absolute stereotype preservation bias 

in that they selected a greater proportion of stereotypic traits than counter-stereotypic 

traits. 

Dependant t-tests revealed that there was no overall difference in the proportions of 

stereotype matching questions (.531) and stereotype mismatching questions (.469) 

selected ( t(51 )= -.675, n.s. ). Participants showed no preference for either questions 

that policemen were thought to be likely to answer "yes" to or questions that 

policemen were thought to be unlikely to answer "yes" to. Twenty-seven participants 
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exhibited an absolute positive test bias in that they selected more matching than 

mismatching questions. 

Mean proportion of Each Trait Selected 
0.41 ~-------------------~ 

0.39 +---------------------------< 

0.37 

§ 0.35 
:e 
&, 0.33 
0 
&: 0.31 

0.29 

0.27 

0.25 
Stereotypic Neutral 

Type of Trait 

Counter-Stereotypic 

Figure 1: Mean proportions of each type of trait selected. 

Pearson product-moment correlations were calculated between the dispositional 

measures, the stereotyping measures and the information-seeking measures in the 

prepared questions condition. Nfe positively correlated with Ate (r(52)= .331, p<. 05) 

and negatively correlated with PNS (r(52)= -.295,p<.05). Participants in the prepared 

questions condition that scored higher on the Nfe scale also higher on the Ate scale 

and lower on the PNS scale. Endorsement correlated positively with homogeneity 

(r(52)= .417,p<.05). Participants that scored higher on the endorsement scale reported 

a more favourable affective reaction to policemen. There were no other significant 

correlations between any of the dispositional and stereotyping measures in the 

prepared questions condition. 

The correlations between the dispositional and stereotyping measures and the 

information-seeking measures are shown in Table 4. Ate was significantly negatively 

correlated with the proportion of neutral traits selected (r(52)= -.306,p<.05). People 

with a high Ate selected a lower proportion of stereotype neutral traits. The total 

number of questions selected was negatively correlated with the proportion of 

stereotypical traits (r(52)= -.325,p<.05) and was positively correlated with the 

proportion of neutral traits selected (r(52)= .380,p<.05). The more questions 

paiiicipants selected the greater the proportion of neutral and lower the proportion of 
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stereotypical traits from which the questions were selected. None of the dispositional 

or stereotyping measures correlated with the proportion of stereotypical traits selected, 

indicating that none of them were related to differences in relative stereotype 

preservation strategy3
. 

The matching and mismatching questions were selected only from the stereotypical 

and counter-stereotypical traits. Accordingly, when calculating the proportions of the 

matching and mismatching questions, the questions from the neutral traits were not 

included. The proportion of matching questions as used in the subsequent analysis is 

the number of matching questions divided by the sum of the number of the matching 

and mismatching questions selected (i.e. the total number of stereotypical and counter

stereotypical traits selected). The remaining proportion consists of the mismatching 

questions, hence the proportion of matching and mismatching questions are perfectly 

correlated. Only the proportion of matching questions is reported in the correlational 

analysis with the other measures because the corresponding correlation for the 

mismatching questions is equivalent but in the opposing direction. 

The positive correlation between PNS and proportion of matching questions selected 

was marginally significant (r(52)= .241,p=.082). NfC correlated negatively correlated 

with a preference for matching questions over mismatching questions (r(52)= .364, 

p<.05). Participants that scored higher on the NfC scale selected proportionally more 

mismatching questions. The affective thermometer correlated positively with the 

proportion of stereotype matching questions asked (r(52)= .367,p<.05). Participants 

that reported a more favourable reaction to police selected a greater proportion of 

matching traits. The proportion of matching questions asked was negatively correlated 

with the proportion of neutral traits selected (r(52)= .278,p<.05). Participants that did 

not select as large a proportion of neutral traits preferred to select matching questions. 

3 An alternate measure of relative stereotype preservation strategy is to calculate stereotypical traits as a 
proportion of stereotype relevant traits (both stereotypical and counter-stereotypical traits) providing a 
measure of the degree to which participants preferred stereotypic over counter-stereotypic traits. This 
measure was considered and analysed and did not significantly correlate with any of the dispositional or 
stereotyping measures. 
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Table 4: Correlations for the prepared questions condition, between the 
dispositional measures, the stereotyping measures and the information-seeking 
measures. 

Means No. Pro. Pro. Pro. Pro. 
Qu. Ster. Cou. Neu. Mat. 

Trait Trait Trait Qu. 
PNS 43.7 -.147 .037 -.133 .067 *.241 
NfC 86 .071 .056 .043 -.129 -.274 
AtC 149.7 .068 .214 .024 -.306 .039 

Endorsement 58.9 -.110 -.188 .152 .116 .017 
Affective Thermometer 9.1 .099 .047 -.047 -.030 .367 

Homo2eneity 7.3 .162 -.161 .157 .078 -.124 
No. of Questions Asked 9.8 -.325 .047 .380 .145 

Prop. of Stereotypical Traits .385 -.649 -.708 .180 
Prop. of Counter Stereo. Traits .294 -.073 .050 

Prop. of Neutral Traits .318 -.278 
Prop. of Stereo. Matchin2 Qu. .469 

Bold= p<.05, *=marginal significance p=.082 

In neither the open ended nor the prepared questions nor in the prepared questions 

conditions were the conditions for mediational analysis, as proposed in the 

introduction section, satisfied. It was hypothesised that relationships between the 

personality/dispositional measures and the information seeking strategies might be 

mediated by level of stereotype endorsement there needed to be significant 

correlations between an individual difference measure and an information seeking 

measure, the individual difference measure and stereotype endorsement measure and 

the information seeking measure and the stereotype endorsement measure. None of 

the personality/dispositional measures correlated with endorsement and so in no cases 

were these conditions met. 
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Discussion 

The results of this study support the proposition that dispositional differences in the 

way individuals process information can have an impact on the degree to which they 

employ confirmatory information-seeking strategies when gathering information about 

a target that is a member of a stereotyped group. High NfC perceivers showed a 

greater degree of stereotypicality in the sets of questions they generated, although this 

looks to have been the consequence of a tendency to generate more questions overall. 

None of the dispositional differences demonstrated an influence over perceivers 

inclination to employ a stereotype preservation bias, as represented by either a 

preference for stereotypical, although participants overall did demonstrate such a bias. 

The more attributionally complex participants were the less interest they showed in 

stereotype neutral traits. High PNS perceivers demonstrated a greater tendency toward 

use of a positive test strategy, shown by a proportional preference for stereotype 

matching questions. High NfC perceivers demonstrated a lesser tendency toward use 

of a positive test strategy, as shown by a lesser proportional preference for stereotype 

matching questions. 

The Individual Differences 

NfC and AtC were correlated but not so highly as to suggest that they were measuring 

the same construct. This correlation is less surprising when one examines the two 

scales, as some of the items are similar. As already noted other studies that have 

included both measures have found similar correlations (Fletcher et al., 1986). The 

stereotyping measures shared weak but significant correlations supportive of the 

premise that the three measures were all tapping related aspects of the same construct. 

There was only one identified link between any of the dispositional measures and the 

stereotyping measures, high AtC participants reported that they saw policemen as 

more similar to each other than did low AtC participants, a possible explanation for 

this is discussed later. Neither NfC nor PNS correlated with any of the measures of 

stereotyping. It was thought that PNS might be positively related to endorsement but 

this prediction was not supported. In fact none of the measures of either the 
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dispositional differences and only one of the information-seeking measures correlated 

with endorsement, and this is contrary to a number of the predictions made. For 

instance all the confirmatory strategies were thought likely to relate to stereotype 

endorsement. In the first place it was speculated that a history of using confirmatory 

strategies would further strengthen beliefs that members of target groups displayed 

stereotypic characteristics, thus increasing endorsement. Secondly, disconfirming 

information would be more incongruent with existing stereotypic beliefs when 

endorsement was greater, motivating participants, either out of a need to protect their 

existing world-view or a motivation to avoid the additional cognitive workload 

initiated by the consideration of inconsistent information, to employ confomatory 

strategies, but no such correlations were found. The endorsement measure's 

correlations with both affective reaction and homogeneity support the premise that it 

is indeed measuring stereotype endorsement. Therefore the most likely explanation for 

the dearth of the predicted significant relationships is that the additional effects of 

each of them were too small to be detected in this study. As noted in the introduction 

research on stereotyping has identified a plethora of variables that can impinge upon 

the cognitive processing of stereotypes, the specific effects of each of those examined 

here may simply not have been strong enough to be detected in a sample this size. 

The Open Questions Condition 

Higher NfC participants in the open questions condition generated a greater number of 

questions than lower N fC participants. The earlier termination of information-seeking 

represents a confirmatory bias because less target-specific attributional information 

increases a perceiver's reliance on category-based attributes when forming an 

impression of a target (Fiske et al., 1987). Furthermore requesting less information of 

a target decreases the probability that the perceiver will be confronted with 

disconfirming information, which in and of itself is going to reduce a perceiver's 

stereotypic impressions. Even the most confirmatory question construction strategies 

only have a probabilistic chance of reducing the exposure to disconfirming 

information, so the more questions asked, the greater the chance of disconfirming 

information being disclosed. Perhaps most importantly though, fewer questions reduce 

the chance of exposure to disconfirming information which in turn decreases the 
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chances of a more attribute based impression formation process being prompted. Both 

the Brewer (1988) and Fiske and Neuberg (1990) models of impression formation 

posit that exposure to information suggesting that the target displays attributes that are 

inconsistent with the category prompts the perceiver to engage in an impression 

formation process that is more target oriented and less category oriented. Therefore a 

tendency to terminate information-seeking earlier results in an increased likelihood 

that the existing category-based impression will be maintained. Both the information

seeking conditions recorded the number of questions asked by participants as a 

measure of the amount of information sought, but it was only linked to any of the 

dispositional or stereotyping variables in the open-questions condition, specifically 

NfC. The higher a participant's NfC the greater the number of open questions they 

generated. This effect was not mirrored in the prepared questions condition. The most 

obvious causal link between NfC and the number of questions generated in the open 

questions condition is that the generation of questions required a degree of thought 

and cognising. Low NfC participants found this thought less pleasant and were 

therefore motivated to terminate it earlier. The selection of questions in the prepared 

questions condition did not require the same degree of cognition, the process was 

relatively simple and only required the selection of a characteristic and question from 

a list provided. The amount of thought involved in the selection of any one question 

was minimal, therefore individual differences in the degree to which thought is 

appealing were allowed little impact. When faced with incongruent results such as 

this having to decide which of the two information-seeking conditions best warrants 

generalisation highlights the advantage of designing research with an emphasis on 

accurately duplicating the circumstances of information-seeking as encountered in 

everyday interpersonal interaction. The open questions condition was intentionally 

designed to imitate a more natural information-seeking situation. When perceivers are 

gathering information about a target by asking them questions, such as in a job 

interview or at a party, they are more likely to be freely generating questions from 

scratch. Therefore it seems reasonable to argue that the effect ofNfC on the number of 

open questions is more validly generalised to general information-seeking than can the 

nil effect found in the prepared questions condition. 
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This said however, it is thought the logic of the biased nature of earlier termination of 

information-seeking is sound, there were other effects associated with the number of 

questions that also impacted on the likelihood of stereotype confirmation. 

The sets of questions in the open question condition were coded for their 

stereotypicality. The measure of question set stereotypicality was an attempt to assess 

the degree to which the information seeker was focusing on the stereotype when 

generating the questions they asked. This tendency is not inherently biased, but it does 

suggest a preoccupation with the stereotype. More interesting from the perspective of 

this study is that there is evidence to suggest that when perceivers convey their 

stereotypes in the questions they ask it can result in a confirmation bias as a 

consequence of the acquiescence response set and behavioural confirmation. Research 

into these two phenomena suggest category based expectances can be conveyed to the 

target with the consequence that the target responds to the perceiver's cues with what 

appears to be the desired information (Jones, 1990; Snyder, 1992) and as a 

consequence of the way they go about seeking information about themselves (Ray, 

1983; Zuckerman et al, 1995). Chen and Bargh (1997) outlined a model of 

behavioural confirmation when perceiving stereotyped targets. According to this 

model the perceiver unconsciously behaves in a manner that is in line with the 

stereotype of that target, as a consequence of the automatic activation of the 

stereotypes associated with the target. Targets then in response present the perceiver 

with the kind of information they believe the perceiver is looking for ( as is suggested 

by the acquiescence response set phenomena). This interactive process results in a 

bias toward confirmation of the stereotype. Importantly neither perceivers nor targets 

are aware of the role their own behaviour is having in this process, thus neither party 

acts to counter it. The instructions given to coders of question set stereotypicality were 

designed to have them report the degree to which the participant seemed to make 

reference to their stereotype when generating the set of questions they asked. It could 

be speculated that the set stereotypicality measure was to some extent taping the 

degree to which the participant's questions were conveying their expectancies and 

thus leading the target. This is a guarded speculation however as this study did not 

present participants questions to targets and gauge the degree to which they confirmed 

the perceiver's expectations, as has been done elsewhere (e.g. Snyder et al., 1977; 
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Zuckerman et al., 1995). There was a significant correlation between the number of 

questions asked and the set stereotypicality as reported by the coders. Thus it would 

seem that the more questions a perceiver asks, the greater the likelihood that they 

would make reference to the stereotype in those questions. This is not entirely 

inexplicable. Every additional question a perceiver asks provides an additional 

opportunity for the perceiver to refer to their stereotype, thus the more questions asked 

the greater the likelihood that some of the perceivers stereotype will leak through into 

the question set. This effect appeared to be responsible for the correlation between 

NfC and question set stereotypicality. After partialling out the correlation between the 

number of questions asked and question set stereotypicality, the correlation between 

the NfC and question set stereotypicality did not reach significance. NfC does not then 

cause more stereotypicality in a participants' question set directly, but it did result in 

differences in the set stereotypicality as a by-product of the link between question set 

stereotypicality and the number of questions asked. This does not imply, however, that 

the relationship between NfC and set stereotypicality is without meaning. High NfC 

perceivers are still more likely to walk away from an interaction having been exposed 

to more confirming information, not as the consequence of any subconscious 

motivation to seek it, but as an indirect result of their propensity to ask more 

questions. 

Such a result is not inconsistent with the conceptualisation NfC. The construct only 

postulates a stable propensity to engage in and enjoy cognition and although there is 

evidence that more processing can reduce errors in social cognition it would appear 

that the additional thinking high NfC individuals devote to information-seeking does 

not reduce set stereotypicality but instead exacerbates it. As noted in the introduction 

there are other results that suggest high NfC does not ipso facto reduce social 

cognition errors. Lassiter et al. (1991), found that high NfC perceivers devoted more 

time to explaining and discounting information that was contrary to expectations. 

Similarly, Crawford & Skowronski (1998) found that higher AtC was related to 

greater recall of stereotype consistent information. This study also suggests that NfC 

can both increase and reduce confirmatory biases. The two effects are not mutually 

exclusive, that is asking more questions can be resulting in a reduction in 

confirmatory bias while increased question set stereotypicality is simultaneously 
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increasing it. Unfortunately this study did not have targets provide answers to 

participants questions and so it is not possible to gauge which of the two effects of 

NfC was dominant, but such a development might be considered in future research. 

A reliance on YIN questions represents a potential confirmatory bias for many of the 

same reasons as earlier termination of information seeking. The nature of a response 

to this form of question is much more confined and less likely to yield broad and 

potentially disconfirming information. Zuckerman et al. (1995) also note that a 

reliance on this form of question, in combination with the positive test strategy and 

the question bias can lead to a confirmatory bias. In support of the proposition that 

that a reliance on YIN questions indicates a confirmatory bias this study found that it 

positively correlated with set stereotypicality. This relationship was not hypothesised 

but is on reflection not startling. There is no reason to think that YIN questions are 

inherently more likely to imply greater stereotypicality but the relationship may be 

better understood in light of the significant positive correlation between the 

endorsement measure and YIN questions and in the context of impression formation 

theory (Brewer, 1988; Fiske et al, 1987; Fiske & Taylor, 1991). The stronger an 

individual's endorsement of a target's stereotypes the more confidence they may feel 

in the category-based impressions they may have of the target. Consequently it's 

possible that they see no need to ask more open-ended questions that are going to 

yield more general and ambiguous target-oriented information. The most expedient 

method of forming an impression of the target is to employ an information-seeking 

strategy is focused on verifying the category-based assumptions; the easiest way to do 

this is to ask simple YIN questions that relate to category-based expectancies. Lower 

endorsement participants however have less faith in their category-based expectancies 

and are thus compelled to use a more target-oriented attribute-based information

seeking strategy, which is reflected in a preference for open-ended questions that are 

more likely to give an impression of the target generally. This sort of process would 

be reflected in the pattern of correlations found, but further research would be needed 

to examine the possibility of such a process. 

The YIN measure was also included because a significant proportion of the studies 

that have looked at information-seeking have either restricted the types of questions 
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presented to this form (including the prepared questions condition in this study) or 

instructed paiiicipants to generate only YIN questions ( e.g. Hodgins & Zuckerman, 

1993; Zuckeman et al., 1993). Hence the degree to which participants naturally 

generate these types of questions has implications for the generalisability these 

studies. The mean proportion of YIN questions asked was .355 suggesting that 

participants were not heavily reliant on this form of question but that it was unlikely to 

be so novel as to interfere with their question selection patterns, supporting the use of 

YIN questions in information gathering research. However, nor did the proportion 

suggest that this kind of question was heavily relied on. Effects premised on the use of 

YIN questions, such as the positive test strategy, are moderated by the extent to which 

perceivers naturally employ this form of question. The finding that only a third of the 

questions were of this type does suggest that the impact of the associated affects may 

not be great. 

Prepared Questions Condition 

Differences in stereotype preservation bias were indicated by a preference for 

information relating to stereotypic characteristics that were not matched by an increase 

in counter-stereotypic characteristics. While this study was primarily interested in the 

relationships between the dispositional variables and related information-seeking 

patterns within the conditions it is sensible to first see whether the overall trend 

toward stereotype preservation strategies that has been identified in other like studies 

(Johnston, 1996) was replicated here. Participants did select significantly different 

proportions of each trait with a higher proportion of questions being about 

stereotypical rather than neutral traits, there was not a significant difference between 

the proportion of stereotypical and counter-stereotypical traits selected, althugh the 

difference was in the right direction. This result is not entirely consistent with 

previous research using similar experimental designs (Johnston, 1996). The 

differences in the relative proportions found in similar conditions (i.e. low accuracy 

motivations) of other studies have generally been significant (Johnston, 1996). These 

results are not markedly variant, in that participants still preferred the stereotypic 

traits, but the transposition of the neutral and counter-stereotypical traits is not entirely 

accordant with a general stereotype preservation strategy. This said however Thirty-
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six of the participants exhibited the absolute form of the stereotype preservation 

strategy in that they selected more stereotypical than counter-stereotypical traits. The 

overall trend toward the stereotypic characteristics and the fact that the majority of the 

participants exhibited an absolute preservation bias, support the premise that the 

relative proportions of stereotypic traits are indicative of individual differences in 

relative preference for a stereotype preservation strategy. 

None of the dispositional measures correlated with a preference for either 

stereotypical traits. It was hypothesised that higher PNS would be reflected in a 

tendency to opt for stereotypical traits in preference to counter-stereotypical traits. 

This prediction was made on the basis that a reliance on, and preference for, simple 

cognitive structures would lead to a confirmatory bias toward information likely to 

confom the validity of the those structures. This confirmatory bias would then be 

reflected in a preference for stereotypical traits and an accompanying aversion to 

counter-stereotypical traits. This prediction was not borne out. NfC did not correlate 

with a preference for any of the trait types. It was hypothesised that low NfC 

participants might be disinclined to ask for information about counter-stereotypical 

traits because information of this nature may be more difficult to process, but the 

possibility of deeper processing did not appear to present such a disincentive. AtC was 

predicted to correlate with number of questions selected, a lesser reliance on 

confirmatory strategies and greater selection of questions relating to neutral traits. No 

such correlations were found. Furthermore, in direct contradiction to the relationship 

hypothesised AtC was negatively correlated with the number of neutral traits. 

The most obvious and parsimonious explanation for the absence of any of the 

predicted relationships between the individual difference measures (including both the 

dispositional measures and the stereotype measures) and a stereotype preservation 

strategy would be that there simply were no such relationships, or that such 

relationships are too weak to be detected with this method in a sample this size. It 

seems that the stereotype preservation bias may simply be too robust to be impinged 

upon by the intra-personal factors included here. Other group-based designs, 

specifically Johnston (1996, Exp. 3), have been able to reduce the use of the strategy 

via the experimental manipulation of more powerful situational variables, but the 
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dispositional variables that were the focus of this study may not have been potent 

enough to produce a significant difference in the use of this confomatory bias. 

It is also possible that the use of stereotype preservation strategies was reduced as a 

consequence of the fact that participants did not think they would see the inf01mation 

they were seeking. This possibility is indirectly supported by comparisons with similar 

experimental designs in which participants knew that they were going to see the 

information they sought. As already noted in the three experiments by Johnston 

(1996), participants showed greater differences in their relative preferences for the 

three types of information (stereotypical, counter-stereotypical and neutral). Johnston 

(1996) presented participants with responses to the information they requested. It is 

reasonable to postulate that knowing they were not going to receive any feedback on 

their questions may have served to reduce any reluctance participants had about 

asking for information concerning counter-stereotypical traits, as there was never any 

real possibility that participants in this study may actually have their stereotypes 

disconfirmed. Participants were consequently aware that there was no danger of 

disconfirmation and thus were less concerned about selecting a greater proportion of 

counter-stereotypical traits, obscuring the extent of their stereotype preservation bias. 

Having participants believe they were going to see the target's responses may have 

made this study more comparable to others and it would also have made the 

experimental situation more reflective of real social interaction. Seldom are perceivers 

in circumstances where they are motivated to engage in hypothetical information

seeking knowing that there is no chance of that information ever corning to their 

attention. This possibility might be interesting to examine in future. Comparison of 

the differences in information-seeking when participants know they are or are not 

going to see the target's responses to their questions may speak to the motives 

underlying confirmation biases. If participants who are not going to see the 

information do in fact demonstrate a reduction in stereotype preservation biases then 

this is further evidence in support of the hypothesis that such biases are designed to 

protect existing stereotypes against disconfirmation. If such biases were simply a 

product of the hypothesis testing and information-seeking process then one would 

expect them to be displayed regardless of whether the perceiver expects respondent 

information or not, but if the biases were increased when they knew the sought 
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information would be presented it suggests that perceivers are unconsciously looking 

to protect their stereotypes against disconfirmation. 

More attributionally complex participants sought proportionally less information 

about stereotype neutral traits. The lesser preference for stereotype neutral traits did 

not appear to be the consequence of a simple stereotype preservation bias because it 

was not reflected in a corresponding preference for stereotypical traits. Given that they 

did not seem to select a lower number of traits in general one must conclude that they 

must have focused more of their information-seeking around the two stereotype 

relevant traits, at the cost of neutral traits. The prediction that attributionally complex 

participants would select more neutral traits was based on conceptualisation of Ate, 

specifically the components of it that suggested that complex individuals were less 

satisfied with the consideration of fewer possible causal factors, and tended to seek 

out more information than did low Ate individuals. It was thought that both these 

preferences would in tum be reflected in an interest in those factors related to the 

stereotype and those unrelated to the stereotype. A lesser interest in neutral traits is 

not a bias as such, but is suggestive of a greater interest in the stereotype relevant 

information. Depending on how the perceiver chooses to interpret and process this 

information it may also result in stereotype confirmation. This is not the first study to 

suggest that higher Ate does not necessarily reduce social perception error, Fletcher et 

al. (1990) found that complex participants exhibited a greater propensity toward the 

correspondence bias. 

A possible explanation for complex perceivers' focus on stereotype related traits, both 

stereotypic and counter-stereotypic is that it may be a function of their preference for 

more abstract and removed causal explanations. As an abstract tool a stereotype can 

be useful, providing information relating the motivational and situational determinants 

of a target's behaviour, provided the stereotype is valid. The target's status as a 

policeman potentially provides information about the targets opinions, beliefs and 

behavioural constraints that go beyond their membership in that group. For instance 

one might expect, based on the stereotype, that policemen have a greater dispositional 

respect for authority, were this true it would have ramifications beyond their role as 

policemen. It seems possible that complex perceivers may have been looking to test 
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the validity of these stereotypic beliefs as an explanatory tool. By gathering 

information related to the stereotypic and counter stereotypic expectancies they are 

able to test the usefulness of the conclusions made based on them. Higher AtC 

participants may have been treating the target as an exemplar of the group, testing to 

see how well the causal explanations associated with the stereotype of the group might 

be applied to the specific individual. This possibility is indirectly supported by the 

c01Telation between high AtC and high perceived homogeneity. Complex perceivers 

may be initially inclined to treat the members of a category as the same because the 

categorisation provides them with a diverse range of possible proximal and distal 

causal factors, particularly those related to more abstract variables like beliefs, 

attitudes and so forth. However they then expend more effort more rigorously testing 

the validity of these expectancies. Complex perceivers start off with a heavier reliance 

on categorisation, but perhaps counter this by more quickly employing an 

information-seeking approach that is quicker to expose them to information that is 

counter-stereotypical and thus more likely to initiate a more attribute oriented process 

(Fiske & Neuberg, 1990). Unfortunately this study did not expose participants to the 

selected information, therefore no statements can made regarding their responses to it, 

but the absence of any relationship between AtC and endorsement suggests that, if the 

same the apparent focus on the target's category membership was employed in past 

information seeking, it was not reflected in a stronger stereotype. 

The three measures of stereotyping, particularly endorsement, were also predicted to 

correlate with a stereotype preservation strategy. This prediction was not supported. 

There was no indication then that participants with stronger stereotypes have a greater 

inclination toward a stereotype preservation strategy. 

Participants overall did not exhibit a positive test strategy, that is they did not prefer 

matching questions over mismatching questions. This result is consistent with that of 

Johnston (1996) who did not find any such general effect either. Just over half the 

participants in this condition exhibited an absolute positive test bias in that they 

selected more matching questions than they did mismatching questions. However, half 

of the participants did not exhibit a positive test strategy (i.e. they selected more 

mismatching than matching questions) means that in some cases the proportions of 
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matching questions do not reflect a greater or lesser positive test strategy at all as no 

such strategy was evident. It should be remembered however that a difference in the 

propmiions of stereotype matching over stereotype mismatching questions still 

represents a measure of confirmatory bias, the greater the relative preference for 

matching questions the greater the likelihood of confirmation. For example a 

participant that selects a proportion of .45 matching questions is still demonstrating a 

more confirmatory strategy than a participant that only selects .35 matching questions, 

despite that fact that neither exhibited an absolute bias. 

Results indicated that some of the dispositional traits were indeed related to the degree 

to which participants tended toward a positive test bias. High PNS participants 

demonstrated a marginally significant preference for stereotype matching questions 

over mismatching questions. Participants with a higher NfC, on the other hand, 

showed no such preference for stereotype matching questions. Of the measures of 

stereotyping the only one that indicated an influence on the use of positive test 

strategy was affective reaction to the stereotype. The more positive an individual's 

reaction to policemen, the greater their proportional preference for stereotype 

matching questions. 

High PNS participants selected propmiionally more matching questions than did their 

lower scoring counterparts. This strategy is consistent with the conceptualisation of 

PNS. High PNS perceivers are thought to strive for cognitive straightforwardness. The 

positive test strategy has the appeal of cognitive simplicity in that both the generation 

of inference rules and the processing of the predicted response is noncomplex and 

uncomplicated. The logic of the inference rule is also simple, is the target consistent 

with category-based predictions? Neuberg and Newsom (1993) also postulated that 

part of the appeal of simple cognitive structures for high PNS individuals is that they 

allow clear and unambiguous prediction and interpretation of events and rapid 

processing of information. Both of these are diminished by the selection of 

mismatching questions. 

High PNS perceivers also have tendency to shy away from interactions that are 

unpredictable. A preference for structured or scripted interactions is one of the 

demarcating features of individuals with a high PNS (Neuberg & Newsom, 1993). 
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Matching questions represent the more predictable of the two questions because the 

stereotype can both predict the most likely response and how it will be accommodated 

into the schema. Because high PNS perceivers could not predict a high likelihood of a 

simple "yes" response that slotted cleanly into their pre-existing structure, they were 

disinclined to select the mismatching questions. Low PNS participants on the other 

hand have no such fear of unpredictability and were thus happier to select the 

mismatching questions and deal with the resultant information. 

It is also reasonable to suspect that at least some of the high PNS participants' 

reluctance to select mismatching questions might also be sourced in an unconscious 

motivation to protect the stereotype. Indeed Neuberg and Newsom (1993) term their 

construct a "chronic motivational state", (p. 127) implying that it constitutes more 

than a simple cognitive habit but includes drives and motives that may direct 

information-seeking toward a directional goal, namely the preservation of existing 

cognitive structures and their simplicity. Neuberg and Newsom (1993) also posit that 

perceivers with a high PNS are also likely to experience a more extreme reaction to 

schema inconsistent information. Based on high PNS individuals' predisposition 

towards non-complexity, routines and predictability, they may well experience a 

stronger affective reaction to being presented with stereotype inconsistent information. 

The possibility of a strong potential affective reaction to disconfirming information 

may motivate high PNS perceivers to employ a confirmatory bias. The heavy 

investment high PNS participants have in stereotypes, as a consequence of their 

appeal as a simple and easy tool for understanding others, means that a challenge to 

their validity and homogeneity has much greater ramifications for their worldview, 

and the amount of confidence the perceiver can have in it. Hence they are directionally 

motivated to seek confirming information. Via the acquiescence response set, question 

bias and other behavioural confirmation processes a preferences for matching 

questions is likely to serve such an end (Hodgins & Zuckerman, 1993; Zuckerman et 

al, 1995). It ought also be noted that in their examination of the positive test strategy 

Zuckerman et al. (1995) do not argue that perceivers employ it with the conscious 

intention of inducing confirmatory replies from targets and targets do not appear to be 

aware of their own tendency to provide confirmatory responses. Nor is it posited here 

that high PNS participants consciously select more relatively more matching questions 
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with the deliberate intention of confirming their stereotypes, it could simply be that 

this form of information-seeking strategy has been reinforced by its simplicity and the 

discovery of confirming information in the past and that it is therefore favoured. 

The relationship between high NfC and selection of a greater proportion of 

mismatching questions is compatible with the conceptualisation ofNfC. For 

participants with high NfC the increased processing attached to the stereotype 

predicted "no" answer (Fazio et al., 1982; Hamilton et al, 1990; Newman et al., 1980) 

does not act as a disincentive to ask mismatching questions. Likewise the increased 

processing that a "Yes" answer ( a response in conflict with stereotype-based 

predictions) would produce does not act as a disincentive either. The prospect of 

honest answers to mismatching questions may even arouse the curiosity of the high 

NfC participants. Essentially, high NfC people are happier to engage in the additional 

processing mismatching questions are inclined to produce than are low NfC people. 

NfC is distinct from both PNS and AtC in the sense that it does not imply any form of 

directional motivation in social processing. While PNS suggests differences in 

motivations to use and maintain certain kinds of cognitive schemas and AtC suggests 

differing motives in terms of the kinds of explanations generated ( e.g. abstract and 

distal), NfC essentially speaks only to differences in desire for cognitive expediency. 

' 
The relationship between tendency toward positive test strategy and NfC then suggests 

that when a perceiver uses a positive test strategy it may not be solely employed as an 

unconscious means of protecting the stereotype but also as the consequence of a 

reluctance to engage in the effortful cognition that perceivers feel stereotype 

mismatching questions are more likely to produce, because of their bias toward 

disconfirmation of the stereotype ( on account of the question bias). This said however, 

the consequence of such a strategy, in combination with effects like the question bias, 

acquiescence response set and behavioural confirmation tendencies, is an increased 

probability that the target will respond with information that confirms the stereotype. 

So the motivation underlying the positive test strategy may be one of cognitive 

expediency but the end consequence is still an increase in the probability of the 

stereotype being confirmed. Research looking at the positive test strategy when testing 

single isolated trait hypotheses (Zuckerman et al., 1995) supports the proposition that 
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the positive test strategy can be activated and lead to confirmation, via the target's 

acquiescence response set, even when the perceiver does not have the motive to see 

the hypothesis confirmed that they might do when testing stereotypes. 

Of the stereotyping measures only affective reaction corresponded with a preference 

for matching questions. Participants preferred questions that were particularly likely to 

yield a response that would protect their existing stereotype of policemen. Affective 

reaction is different from the two dispositional measures associated with positive test 

strategy in that cognitive expedience is less easily posited as a direct cause. With NfC 

and PNS, the relationship with a positive test strategy can at least in part be accounted 

for by the cognitive efficiency and simplicity of the strategy. The same cannot so 

easily be said for affective reaction. There is no obvious direct reason why a more 

positive affective reaction to a given group should lead to a general reduction in 

cognitive processing, therefore the relationship between affective reaction and 

positive test strategy is more likely the result of a motivation to see the existing 

stereotype confirmed. One possible explanation is that a more positive reaction to 

policemen may motivate perceivers to minimise the amount of potential stereotype 

disconfirming information they receive in an effort to preserve that positive affect. 

Disconfirming evidence might disrupt the positive affect by disconfirming the content 

and beliefs associated with the stereotype related to the positive affect. Disconfirming 

information might also disrupt positive affect by arousing cognitive dissonance. 

Alternately, there is also some evidence that positive affect can increase reliance on 

more superficial, heuristic processing, such as the use of category based impression 

formation strategies (Bleussem, Lord & Sia, 1998; Mackie & Worth, 1989; Schwartz, 

Bless & Bohner, 1991). If a perceiver experiences a positive affect on encountering a 

policeman then that may induce simpler, more heuristic processing strategies. The 

positive test strategy represents a simpler way to test a hypothesis (Klayman & Ha, 

1987) in that it involves only making a prediction of an easily accessible stereotype 

attribute and seeing whether the presence of that attribute is confirmed. The stereotype 

of police officers is perhaps fairly novel in that the associated affective reaction is 

generally positive (9.52 on a scale with a midpoint of eight), much of the stereotyping 

research that has included a measure of affective reaction has focused on groups that 

elicit a negative affective response ( e.g. Sidanius, et al., 1996). The use of stereotype 
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preservation strategies to protect existing negative evaluations of a group is not 

uncommon (Fiske & Taylor, 1991) and several of the hypothesised motives for the 

development and maintenance of stereotypes are connected to these negative 

evaluations, for example a need to enhance one's opinion of the in-group (Tajfel & 

Turner, 1979). But research looking at the manner in which perceivers process 

information relating to stereotypes that elicit a favourable affective reaction is not so 

prevalent. This may in part be because positive stereotypes do not have the societal 

implications of negative stereotypes, but nonetheless it is informative to see whether 

the processes relating to negative stereotypes are reflected in positive ones. 

Interestingly the content of the stereotype did not seem particularly positive. If one 

looks at the endorsement measure one will note that many of the items do not appear 

to be particularly conducive to a positive attitude to police, and yet high endorsement 

correlated with positive affect. Similarly the aspects of the stereotype of policemen 

that the matching questions referred to were not particularly rosy. Participants with 

positive reactions preferred questions that, in combination with the question bias, 

were probabilistically more likely to support the propositions that police were, 

authoritarian, hostile and suspicious. So despite the fact that stereotype confirming 

information was not, at least at face value, conducive to the maintenance of the 

positive affect toward the policemen participants with a positive affect were still 

biased to select it. This is not as incongruent as it might seem, Fiske et al. (1987) 

argue that once an affective tag has been associated with a category, it can become 

relatively independent of the affective tags associated with the sub-ordinate attributes 

attached to the category. Thus the more the category is validated the more the category 

label's super-ordinate affective tag is strengthened. Hence, seeking confirming 

information about characteristics of a stereotype that are not particularly conducive to 

a favourable affective reaction can still serve to protect that favourable reaction. 

This study also supports the usefulness of measuring the affective responses to target 

groups, based on the content of the stereotype that was established in pilot studies the 

positive reaction exhibited by participants was not anticipated. The measure of 

affective response however demonstrated an influence over confirmatory bias that was 

not found with endorsement. Examining target groups that trigger positive affective 
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responses also has the advantage of identifying trends that are associated with the 

target group that cannot be explained by some of the motives associated with 

protection of stereotypes that induce a negative reaction. Studies that have compared 

the processes associated with positive and negative stereotypes have identified 

asymmetries in the respective stereotyping processes ( e.g. Lambert, Khan, Lickel & 

Fricke, 1997) that may be informative of the motives and cognitions underlying these 

processes. It is possible that negative affect reaction to the target groups may well 

have a different impact on confirmation strategies. 

General Discussion 

None of the individual differences, including either the dispositional or stereotyping 

variables, correlated with stereotype preservation strategies but several of them did 

exhibit a relationship with a tendency toward of positive test strategies. This pattern of 

results would suggest that the two different strategies have different underpinnings, a 

conclusion supported by the absence of any correlations between the proportions of 

stereotypical and counter-stereotypical traits selected and a proportional preference for 

matching questions. In order to get a clearer understanding of the nature of each of 

these strategies, future research should avoid experimental designs that confound 

them (Johnston, 1996). Both group based designs like that of Johnston (1996) and 

designs that centre around individual differences can potentially shed light on what 

mechanisms might be at the heart of both these confirmatory strategies. This study for 

example suggests that at least some of an individual's preference for matching 

questions is related to a motive to minimise the cognitive workload, via the 

relationship between NfC and the positive test strategy. NfC does not include 

processing goals or schema organisational directives in its conceptualisation, high 

NfC individuals are simply posited to like thinking more. The non-directional nature 

of NfC is backed up by the research that has examined the impact of NfC on social 

cognition. Research into the relationship between NfC and social perception biases 

and errors has been mixed and has identified instances in which differences in NfC 

have been linked with both the reduction and exacerbation of processing biases and 

errors. IfNfC does not include a directional motive and a preference for matching 
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questions does result in a reduction in cognition, the most parsimonious explanation is 

that the positive test bias is at least in part driven by its cognitive expedience. 

This is not to say that the positive test bias might not serve a confirmation motive as 

well. The cognitive explanation for the relationship between a positive affective 

reaction to policemen and tendency toward a positive test strategy is fairly tenuous, 

relying on the reduced cognitive capacity induced by a positive affect as the cause of a 

preference for a matching questions. The more direct explanation is that participants 

that reacted positively toward the target group were unconsciously protecting this 

favourable reaction by reaffirming their existing beliefs about the group. Therefore it 

would also seem likely that a motive to see the stereotype confirmed is also partially 

responsible for a positive test strategy. The absence of any relationship between ... 

Perhaps just as importantly, identifying the foundations of each of the forms of bias 

better enables the targeting of interventions that might reduce them. Common real 

world situations that entail a large amount of information-seeking behaviour might be 

engineered so that the factors responsible for biases can be minimised. One example 

of this kind of situation is personnel selection. It is in an organisation's interests, both 

in terms of hiring the most appropriate people and maintaining ethical business 

practices, that the influence of possibly misleading influences on impression 

formation, such as stereotypes, be minimised. If the earlier proposition is true and 

tendency toward positive test bias is in part sourced in a desire for cognitive 

expediency, adjusting the situation in order to diminish this motivation ought to 

reduce the likelihood that pre-existing stereotypes will be erroneously included in an 

interviewer's assessment of an applicant. Examples of such adjustments might be as 

simple instructing the interviewer to give thorough consideration to the questions they 

ask or ensuring that interviewers are not distracted or have their cognitive resources 

otherwise employed, for instance it is common practice for interviewers to make notes 

as they interview an applicant, frequently while they are formulating questions or 

listening to responses. This is very similar to the low-level laboratory distraction tasks 

that are often employed to examine the impacts of high cognitive load. Consequently, 

the taking of notes during an interview may in fact increase the interviewer's use of 
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stereotype confirmation strategies, thus predisposing the interviewer toward having 

their category-based expectancies confirmed. 

It was hypothesised that, in addition to the straight relationships between the 

dispositional variables and either confirmat01y strategies or the measures of 

stereotyping, there would also be relationships between the dispositional measures and 

both the stereotyping measures and the confomatory strategies. It seemed entirely 

possible, based on the theory underlying several of the dispositional variables, that 

they may well play a role in both stereotype endorsement and confirmatory 

information seeking. It was thought important that this type of relationship be 

differentiated from one where dispositional variables lead to a difference in one of the 

other two classes of variables, the interdependent nature of the stereotyping and 

confomation strategies then leading to a subsequent relationship with the other. It was 

hypothesised that mediational analysis might have to be employed to tease apart these 

effects. The hypothesised sets ofrelationships did not eventuate. In fact there was a 

conspicuous absence of any such relationships. The only dispositional variable that 

was related to any measure of stereotyping was attributional complexity (related to 

homogeneity) and this relationship was only apparent over the full sample of 

participants, within the two individual conditions none of the personality/individual 

difference variables correlated significantly with the stereotyping measures. 

Specifically, stereotype endorsement did not correlate with any of either the 

dispositional variables or the confirmatory biases. While the study was designed to 

minimise the impact of situational variables it seems likely that amongst all the other 

internal and external impinging variables that influence stereotyping process, the 

marginal impact of each of the dispositional variables on stereotype endorsement may 

have been too small to be detected by these methods in a sample this size. Hence the 

failure to identify any such relationships may have been more an issue of effect size, 

than their absolute non-existence. 

It was also thought likely individual difference measures that were associated with one 

form of confirmatory bias might be reflected in a similar tendency toward a different 

form of confirmatory bias in the other. The different confirmation strategies were 

thought to be driven by different cognitive mechanisms and impacted upon by 
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differing extrinsic variables. Therefore any dispositional variables that exhibited 

relationships with multiple confirmation strategies, were less likely to do so as a 

consequence of shared cognitive mechanisms thus they were more likely to be the 

consequence of an associated directional motive to have the stereotype confirmed. 

However only one of the either the dispositional or stereotyping measures exhibited a 

relationship with multiple confirmatory strategies namely NfC. NfC was also thought 

the least likely of the 6 variables to lead to directional motivations because it primarily 

related to an enjoyment of basic cognitive busyness. It is not surprising then that the 

correlations were in opposing directions. In the open questions condition high NfC 

participants were judged to exhibit a greater degree of stereotypicality in the sets of 

questions they generated. In the prepared questions condition high NfC participants 

showed a lesser confirmatory strategy in their preference for mismatching questions, 

judged a less confirmatory strategy. 

The complex relationship between NfC and the manifestation of confirmation 

strategies does illustrate that dispositional variables can also interact with situational 

factors and constraints to produce entirely different effects. In this instance a higher 

NfC seems to have almost inadvertently lead toward confirmation as a consequence of 

the structure of one information-seeking condition and served to overcome 

disinclination toward cognitively demanding disconfirming information in another. 

The examination of the potential moderating effects of dispositional variables on the 

influence of situational and target variables may also be enlightening with regard to 

the exact nature of the influence of both. Research is now beginning to examine the 

possibility of interactions between the situational and intra-personal variables. Fiske & 

Von Hendry ( 1992) for instance found that individual differences in perceivers' self

monitoring (Snyder, 1987) moderated the effects of dispositional as opposed to 

situational feedback on subsequent information seeking. Fletcher et al. (1992) posit 

that the relative impact of AtC differs when cognitive demands are high or the 

situation is complex because the more expert and sophisticated attributional schema of 

high AtC perceivers enable them to make more accurate attributional decisions. 

Similarly, an examination of the manner in which situational variables, like a fear of 

invalidity, might moderate the influence of dispositional variables may also be 
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potentially informative of the processes of information-seeking and impression 

formation. 

While it may have created difficulties in coding and introduced a degree of 

subjectivity and additional variance into the data, employing a more naturalistic 

experimental set-up, in the form of the open questions condition, was hoped to 

produce a more complete picture of information seeking. The more controlled but less 

naturalistic prepared questions condition was included to balance out the 

disadvantages associated with the open questions condition. Furthermore, it was 

thought that relationships between the dispositional variables and information-seeking 

trends in the more naturalistic open questions condition might be reflected by similar 

tendencies in the prepared questions condition. Were this the case, it would provide a 

firmer foundation for the use of the more controlled designs to examine the causes of 

confirmatory bias. No such relationship was found, suggesting that motives to see 

stereotypes confirmed, whether in order to reduce cognitive processing, for the sake of 

cognitive consistency or out of a fear of invalidity (Kruglanski & Mayseless, 1988; 

Kruglanski & Freund, 1983; Kruglanski & Webster, 1996) are not reflected in a 

ubiquitous general trend toward confirmatory strategies, but that they interact with the 

constraints of the situation and the manner in which the information is being gathered. 

Evidence of several relationships between the dispositional and stereotyping variables 

and the positive test strategy also support the notion that the stereotype behaves as a 

form of meta-hypothesis against which information is ultimately compared, 

Furthermore they suggest that the comparison is subject to effects related to the fact 

that the hypothesis is a stereotype and that dispositional variables can influence the 

manner of the comparison. 

The questions the participants generated were not as stereotypical as anticipated. 

Attempts were made to code each question for it's stereotypicality, but it proved 

remarkably difficult to generate a valid definition of question stereotypicality and 

achieve acceptable levels of inter-rater reliability. Coders reported that there was 

simply not enough information within a single question to make a real assessment of 

its stereotypicality. They also noted that a large proportion of the questions did not 

appear to give any reference to the stereotype. Many of the questions instead referred 
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to more general topics, such as the target's family or extra-vocational interests. This, 

in combination with the fact that most questions in and of themselves are not 

stereotypical and can still result in an answer that could disconfirm the stereotype, 

meant that this avenue of investigation was abandoned. The prediction though that 

perceivers would focus on the target's category membership was based on theoretical 

foundations. Both the Brewer (1988) and the Fiske and Neuberg (1990) models of 

impression formation hold that a target is first perceived in terms of their category 

membership and that salient membership of a category automatically induces a strong 

activation of the stereotype of that group (Devine, 1989). This activation should then 

have led to a category-oriented approach to the impression formation and information

seeking that was organised around category related information. With the target's 

salient membership in the policeman category and the scant other information given to 

participants it was thought reasonable to expect that participants' category activation 

and the instructions to attempt to get an understanding of the target's personality 

would together be enough to focus participants attention on stereotype-oriented 

characteristics. That participants seemed to seek a large proportion of more generic, 

background information indirectly suggests that the immediate categorisation process 

may not be as strong as these models imply. It challenges the assumptions made in 

stereotyping research about the significance of target categorisation in initial 

impression formation. The importance assigned to initial categorisation may, at least 

in part, be a function of experimental emphasis on this effect. 

It was thought when formulating this study that the participants would focus more on 

questions to do with personality traits, attitudes and attributions, but this was not 

borne out. Giving participants' stronger instructions was considered, but it was felt 

that this might heighten accuracy motivations, obscuring any differences to do with 

the individual difference measures, as well as suppress the use of confirmatory 

strategies in general. Hamilton et al. (1989) suggest that expectancy based behaviour 

is most apparent when the perceiver is subject to minimal behavioural constraints. It 

was thought that stronger instructions might constitute such constraints. One way in 

which future research could increase focus on personality traits without the danger of 

increasing accuracy motivation is to ask participants to indicate, in a single word, 

what the personality characteristic or trait is that they hope the question will be 
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informative of. This would have the advantage not only ofreducing the number of 

more general questions but would also increase comparability with studies that use 

experimental designs similar to the prepared questions condition of this study and 

provide a list of single word items that could be coded for stereotypicality in much the 

same way that the pilot traits of this study were. 

There is also a danger in examining the relationships between dispositional variables 

and stereotyping that this author suspects may be at the heart of some of the recent 

reluctance to do so. If stable intrinsic variables are associated with differences in 

stereotyping, it raises the possibility of concluding these components are beyond the 

reach of ameliorating influences and that therefore some individuals are irretrievably 

and irrevocably destined to stereotyping and prejudice. Indeed, the irony of labelling 

some people more inclined to stereotype is not lost on this researcher. This study does 

not support such a conclusion however. All the dispositional variables included here 

are readily influenced by situational variables and motivations. Their 

conceptualisations all support the possibility that extrinsic variables can significantly 

reduce or entirely override their influence in stereotyping. Some, for example NfC and 

AtC, also include past experiences as an etiological factor (Blumberg & Silvera, 

1998). Raising the prospect of the development of training programs that modify 

dispositional variables to produce a general and stable change in predisposition 

toward stereotyping. 

The reported study suggests several potentially enlightening avenues for future 

research. The role dispositional differences might play in both the information elicited 

from targets and how this information is then processed by the perceiver warrants 

exploring and could be with some modifications to the experimental set-up of either 

condition. The manner in which dispositional differences, like NfC, may interact with 

situational factors such as the format of the information-seeking task is potentially 

enlightening. The addition of dispositional factors to already established group-based 

experimental designs represents the opportunity to build upon existing research in a 

different direction. Even the use of a web-page as the medium of presentation presents 

several potential advantages over traditional means, including the prevention of 
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missing values, the easy construction of more interactive designs, greater perceptions 

of anonymity for participants and the higher perceptual quality of stimuli. 

The most important point to come out of the reported study is that it highlights the 

advantages of examining the impact of individual difference variables. Overall 

participants in this study showed no preference for stereotype matching over 

stereotype mismatching questions suggesting that participants did not, as a group, 

exhibit a positive test strategy, a result that is consistent with other similar work 

(Johnston, 1996). However, the inclusion of the individual difference variables 

suggests that the story does not end there, but that within the sample there were 

dispositional and stereotype factors at play that impacted on participants' use of a 

positive test strategy. Not only does it present an opportunity to account for more of 

the variance in the processes associated with stereotyping but it also provides a more 

complete picture of the motives and processes that underlie those processes. For 

instance Johnston (1996, Exp. 3) found that the manipulation of processing goals 

impacted on perceivers' use of stereotype preservation strategies but did not impinge 

on positive test strategies, the reverse pattern of influence to that found here. 

Experimental designs that take into consideration both individual difference and 

situational variables represent an opportunity to get a more complete picture of the 

motives, goals and processes that are involved in stereotyping and impression 

formation. 
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Appendix A 84 

Characteristics of Police Officers 
The purpose of this study is to gather some preliminary information for another study looking at 
what people think about police. 
What we need is for you to list adjectiws that you think might describe the group police ojficers. 
They can be either attributes you think are particularly characteristic of police officers. or 
attributes that you think are particularly uncharacteristic. 
Please list as many words you can, they can be either positi\·e. negative or neither and there are 
no right or wrong ans\vers. If you have :.my questions then please just ask the experimenter. 

Attributes that are characteristic of Police 
Officers (Police officers are verv .... ) 

Attributes that are uncharacte.ristic of Police 
Officers (Police officers are not verv .... ) 
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Characteristics of people in general , 
Below are several sets of opposite word pairs with a line in between them. What we want you to do is 
mark where you think most people lie on the continuum between the two opposites. 
So on the example in the box below, if you felt that people are generally more happy than sad then you 
would mark more towards the happy end of the continuum (a), alternately if you folt that people were 
generally more sad than happy then you would mark more to the sad end of the continuum (b). 

a h; 
Happy 00000000000000000000000000 Sad 

Accessible 00000000000000000000000000 Inaccessible 

Aggressive 00000000000000000000000000 Retiring 

Angry 00000000000000000000000000 Calm 

Approachable 00000000000000000000000000 Unapproachable 
Arrogant 00000000000000000000000000 Humble 

Attractive 00000000000000000000000000 Unattractive 

Authoritarian 00000000000000000000000000 Permissive 

Autocratic 00000000000000000000000000 Democratic 

Autonomous 00000000000000000000000000 Dependent 

Capable 00000000000000000000000000 Inept 

Carefree 00000000000000000000000000 Careworn 

Careful 00000000000000000000000000 Careless 
Caring 00000000000000000000000000 Uncaring 

Cautious 00000000000000000000000000 Impulsive 
Close-minded 00000000000000000000000000 Open-minded 

Competent 00000000000000000000000000 Incompetent 
Conscientious 00000000000000000000000000 Lazy 
Conservative 00000000000000000000000000 Liberal 
Considerate 00000000000000000000000000 Inconsiderate 
Corruptible 00000000000000000000000000 Honest 

Critical 00000000000000000000000000 Complimentary 

Cunning 00000000000000000000000000 Guileless 

Curious 00000000000000000000000000 Uninquisitive 

Cynical 00000000000000000000000000 Optimistic 

Decisive 00000000000000000000000000 Indecisive 

Depressed 00000000000000000000000000 Happy 

Devious 00000000000000000000000000 Straightforward 

Disciplined 00000000000000000000000000 Undisciplined 

Discreet 00000000000000000000000000 Indiscreet 

Disgruntled 00000000000000000000000000 Satisfied 

Egotistical 00000000000000000000000000 Meek 

Encouraging 00000000000000000000000000 Discouraging · 

Expressive 00000000000000000000000000 Inexpressive 

Extravagant 00000000000000000000000000 Restrained 

Facetious 00000000000000000000000000 Earnest 

Fair 00000000000000000000000000 Unfair 

Firm 00000000000000000000000000 Irresolute 

Focused 00000000000000000000000000 Unfocused 

Forgiving 00000000000000000000000000 Unforgiving 
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Inflexible 00000000000000000000000000 Flexible 
Intelligent 00000000000000000000000000 Unintelligent 

Intense 00000000000000000000000000 Indifferent 
Intimidating 00000000000000000000000000 Unintimidating 
Introverted 00000000000000000000000000 Extroverted 

Intrusive 00000000000000000000000000 Unintrusive 
Jolly 00000006000000000000000000 Sad 

Judgmental 00000000000000000000000000 Non-Judgmental 

Kind 00000000000000000000000000 Unkind 

Laid back 00000000000000000000000000 Highly Strung 

Loud 00000000000000000000000000 Quiet 

Masculine 00000000000000000000000000 Feminine 
Moral 00000000000000000000000000 Immoral 

Narrow-minded 00000000000000000000000000 Tolerant 
Oppressive 00000000000000000000000000 Lenient 

Passive 00000000000000000000000000 Pro-active 

Pedantic 00000000000000000000000000 Blase 
Perceptive 00000000000000000000000000 Insensitive 
Persistent 00000000000000000000000000 Flighty 

Physically Fit 00000000000000000000000000 Unfit 
Powerful 00000000000000000000000000 Powerless 

Quick thinking 00000000000000000000000000 Slow witted 

Rational 00000000000000000000000000 Irrational 
Relaxed 00000000000000000000000000 Tense 

Scary 00000000000000000000000000 Reassuring 
Selfish 00000000000000000000000000 Unselfish 

Sensitive 00000000000000000000000000 Thick-skinned 
Severe 00000000000000000000000000 Tender 

Sexy 00000000000000000000000000 Uninviting 
Sociable 00000000000000000000000000 Antisocial 

Spiteful 00000000000000000000000000 Benevolent 
Staunch 00000000000000000000000000 Flaky 

Stern 00000000000000000000000000 Easy-going 
Strong 00000000000000000000000000 Weak 

Suspicious 00000000000000000000000000 Trusting 
Thoughtful 00000000000000000000000000 Thoughtless 

Threatening 00000000000000000000000000 Unthreatening 

Tough 00000000000000000000000000 Soft 
Unbending 00000000000000000000000000 Adaptable 

Uncompromising 00000000000000000000000000 Compromising 

Understanding 00000000000000000000000000 Iridifferent 

Vindictive 00000000000000000000000000 Forgiving 

Violent 00000000000000000000000000 Peaceful 

Worldly 00000000000000000000000000 Naive 



Characteristics of Police Officers 
This task is the same as the last only this time you are to think of police officers when you are 
answering. We want you to ~mark where you think Police Officers (in general) lie on the 
continuum between the two opposites. 

Accessible 00000000000000000000000000 Inaccessible 

Aggressive 00000000000000000000000000 Retiring 

Angry 00000000000000000000000000 Calm 

Approachable 00000000000000000000000000 Unapproachable 

Arrogant 00000000000000000000000000 Humble 

Attractive 00000000000000000000000000 Unattractive 

Authoritarian 00000000000000000000000000 Pennissive 

Autocratic 00000000000000000000000000 Democratic 

Autonomous 00000000000000000000000000 Dependent 

Capable 00000000000000000000000000 Inept 

Carefree 00000000000000000000000000 Careworn 

Careful 00000000000000000000000000 Careless 

Caring 00000000000000000000000000 Uncaring 

Cautious 00000000000000000000000000 Impulsive 

Close-minded 00000000000000000000000000 Open-minded 

Competent 00000000000000000000000000 Incompetent 

Conscientious 00000000000000000000000000 Lazy 

Conservative 00000000000000000000000000 Liberal 

Considerate 00000000000000000000000000 Inconsiderate 

Corruptible 00000000000000000000000000 Honest 

Critical 00000000000000000000000000 Complimentary 

Cunning 00000000000000000000000000 Guileless 

. Curious 00000000000000000000000000 Uninquisitive 

Cynical 00000000000000000000000000 Optimistic 

Decisive 00000000000000000000000000 Indecisive 

Depressed 00000000000000000000000000 Happy 

Devious 00000000000000000000000000 Straightforward 

Disciplined 00000000000000000000000000 Undisciplined 

Discreet 00000000000000000000000000 tndiscreet 

Disgruntled 00000000000000000000000000 Satisfied 

Egotistical 00000000000000000000000000 Meek 

Encouraging 00000000000000000000000000 Discouraging 

Expressive 00000000000000000000000000 Inexpressive 

Extravagant 00000000000000000000000000 Restrained 

Facetious 00000000000000000000000000 Earnest 

Fair ·00000000000000000000000000 Unfair 

Firm 00000000000000000000000000 Irresolute 

Focused 00000000000000000000000000 Unfocused 

Forgiving 00000000000000000000000000 Unforgiving 

Formal 00000000000000000000000000 Casual 

Friendly 00000000000000000000000000 Unfriendly 

Frivolous 00000000000000000000000000 Responsible 

Gentle 00000000000000000000000000 Rough 

Helpful 00000000000000000000000000 Unhelpful 

Humorous 00000000000000000000000000 Serious 
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Fonnal 00000000000000000000000000 Casual 
Friendly 00000000000000000000000000 Unfriendly 

Frivolous 00000000000000000000000000 Responsible 

Gentle 00000000000000000000000000 Rough· 

Helpful 00000000000000000000000000 Unhelpful 
Humorous 00000000000000000000000000 Serious 
Inflexible 00000000000000000000000000 Flexible 
Intelligent 00000000000000000000000000 Unintelligent 

Intense 00000000000000000000000000 Indifferent 
Intimidating 00000000000000000000000000 Unintimidating 

Introverted 00000000000000000000000000 Extroverted 

Intrusive 00000000000000000000000000 Unintrusive 
Jolly 00000000000000000000000000 Sad 

Judgmental 00000000000000000000000000 Non-Judgmental 

Kind 00000000000000000000000000 Unkind 
Laid back 00000000000000000000000000 Highly Strung 

Loud 00000000000000000000000000 Quiet 
Masculine 00000000000000000000000000 Feminine 

Moral 00000000000000000000000000 Immoral 
Narrow-minded 00000000000000000000000000 Tolerant 

Oppressive 00000000000000000000000000 Lenient 
Passive 00000000000000000000000000 Pro-active 

Pedantic 00000000000000000000000000 Blase 
Perceptive 00000000000000000000000000 Insensitive 

Persistent 00000000000000000000000000 Flighty 
Physically Fit 00000000000000000000000000 Unfit 

Powerful 00000000000000000000000000 Powerless 
Quick thinking 00000000000000000000000000 Slow witted 

Rational 00000000000000000000000000 Irrational 
Relaxed 00000000000000000000000000 Tense 

Scary 00000000000000000000000000 Reassuring 

Selfish 00000000000000000000000000 Unselfish 

Sensitive 00000000000000000000000000 Thick-skinned 

Severe 00000000000000000000000000 Tender 

Sexy 00000000000000000000000000 Uninviting 

Sociable 00000000000000000000000000 Antisocial 

Spiteful 00000000000000000000000000 Benevolent 

Staunch 00000000000000000000000000 Flaky 

Stem 00000000000000000000000000 Easy-going 

Strong 00000000000000000000000000 Weak 

Suspicious 00000000000000000000000000 Trusting 

Thoughtful 00000000000000000000000000 Thoughtless 

Threatening 00000000000000000000000000 Unthreatening 

Tough 00000000000000000000000000 Soft 
Unbending 00000000000000000000000000 Adaptable 

Uncompromising 00000000000000000000000000 Compromising 
U nders tan ding 00000000000000000000000000 Indifferent 

Vindictive 00000000000000000000000000 Forgiving 

Violent 00000000000000000000000000 Peaceful 
Worldly 00000000000000000000000000 Naive 
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Appendix C 

Pilot: Social Perception of people 
Below are several words describing personality attributes. What we want you to do is indicate the degree to which 
people in general display these characteristics. You do this by circling the number you feel best represents how 
characteristic that attribute is of people. So if the characteristic was "extroverted" and you felt that people were 
generally fairly extroverted you might indicate closer to the "Very characteristic" end of the scale, for example a l. 
Alternately if you felt that people are generally unlikely to be extroverted then you would circle a number toward the 
other end of the scale, e.g. 8. A number closer to the middle would indicate that the attribute was neither particularly 
characteristic, or particularly uncharacteristic of people in general. It's important that you are honest when you are 
answering these but you needn't think too hard about them, just give a quick impression. If you have any questions or 
need clarification of anything then just ask the experimenter. 

Hostile Very unrelated to group Very 

Cliaracteristic l 2 
,, 

4 5 6 7 8 9 c·11characteristic .:, 

Carefree Very Very· 

Characteristic l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 L'11charac1eris1ic 

Foraivina Ve1:i' Very 
e e 

Characreristic l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Cncharacterisric 

Flexible Very· Ve1:i· 

Characteristic l 2 
,, 

4 5 6 7 8 9 C11characteris1ic .:, 

.Intuitive Very Ve1:i· 

Characteristic l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Cncharacteristic 

Discrete Ve,y Very• 

Characteristic l 2 " 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacteristic .:, 

Authoritarian Very Very• 

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharac1eris1ic 

Suspicious Very Very· 

Characteristic l 2 
,., 

4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacteris1ic .:, 

Funny Very Very' 

Characteristic l 2 
,., 

4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacteristic .:, 

Formal Very Very' 

Characterisric 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacteristic 

Proactive Very Very• 

Characteristic l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacreristic 

Perceptive Very Very• 

Characteristic l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacteristic 

Laid-back Very, Ve,:i• 

Characreristic l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacteristic 

Intimidating Very Very 

Characterisric 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacterisric 

'I'rustworthy Very Very 

Characteristic 1 2 
,., 

4 5 6. 7 8 9 Uncharacteris1ic 
,' ·. .:, 

Rigid Ve,:i1 Very' 

Characreristic l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacteristic 

Unreliable Very Very.• 

Characterisric 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacteristic 

Dishonest Very Very· 

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacteristic 

Thoughtful Very• Very• 

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 U11characteristic 

Corruptible Very• Very• 

Characreristic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 U11charac1eristic 
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Pilot: Social Perception of Police 
This task is the same as the last, only this time the group you are thinking of is more specific, namely Police. So \Ve 
want you to do is indicate the degree to which police display these characteristics. And again you do this by circling 
the number you feel best represents how characteristic that attribute is of people. 

Hostile Very unrelated to group Very 

Clwracteristic 1 2 
.., 

4 5 6 7 8 9 U11charactenstic .J 

Carefree Ve1:i· Ve1:i· 

Characteristic 1 2 
.., 

4 5 6 7 8 9 l/ncharacteristic .J 

Forgiving Ve1:i· Ve,:i· 

Characteristic 1 2 
.., 

4 5 6 7 8 9 .J U11c/1aracteristic 

Flexible Ve1:i· Ve1:i· 

Characteristic 1 2 
, 

4 5 6 7 8 9 L-'11characteristic .J 

Intuitive Very Ve1:i· 

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacteristic 

Discrete Ve1:i· Ve1:i· 

Characteristic 1 2 
.., 

4 5 6 7 8 9 U11character1stic .J 

Authoritarian Ve1:i· Ve1:i· 

Characteristic 1 2 
.., 

4 5 6 7 8 9 U11characteristic .J 

Suspicious Very Very· 

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacteristic 

Funny Very· Very• 

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 U11characteristic 

Formal Very• Very 

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacreristic 

Proactive Very• Very· 

Characrenstic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacteristic 

Perceptive Very• Very• 

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacreristic 

Laid-back Very Very 

Characteristic 1 2 
.., 

4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacteristic .J 

Intimidating Very• Very• 

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharac1eris1ic 

Trustworthy Very Very· 

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharac1eris1ic 

Rigid Very Very 

Charactensric 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 U11charac1eristic 

Unreliable Very Very· 

Charadterisric 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacreristic 

Dishonest Very Very• 

Characterisric 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacteristic 

Thoughtful Very• Ver;i-• 

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Uncharacreristic 

, Corruptible Very Very• 

Characteristic 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Vflcharacteristic 
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rhe following is a pilot study just trying to gather some information about the questions below. As you can see each question is a yes/no 
ucstion and is listed below a personality characteristic. 

}he first thing we want you to do is indicate, on a scale from 1 to 9, how useful you think the question an~ it's answer would be in 
jctcnnining the person's level of that trait. A higher rating (e.g. 8) means that the question and it's answer would distinguish between those 
.vith a high level of that trait and those with a low level. For example, "Did you get into a brawl in the pub on Saturday night?" might be 
:onsidered more useful in determining the trait aggressive than.the question "Did you watch the boxing,in the pub on Saturday night?" and 
;o would get a higher score. 
rhe second thing we would like you to do is indicate what percentage of police officers you think would answer yes to the question. 
J you have any further questions then please ask the experimenter. 

:Iostility 

Jo you think you exude a degree of natural aggression? 

Jo you feel that the only way to deal with some people is to get aggressive? 

Jo you feel that the best way to deal with people is to put them at ease? 

)o you go to an effort to ensure that you put people at ease and they are not threatened by you? 

• orgivingness 

)o you find it difficult to let go of a grudge? 

)o you find it hard to get over being angry at others? 

)o you think it is useful to remember those that have wronged you? 

)o you think an ability to get over the wrongs that others have done you is useful? 

)o you think you employ techniques that help you remain adaptive and responsive to change? 

)o you feel there are a lot of disadvantages to applying the same remedies/solutions to differing situations? 

)o you require yourself to make an effort to apply the same procedures and rules to different situations? 

)o you think it important to make an effort to ensure consistency in the way you deal with different situations? 

t\'.i.iHH~~pe~~; '''.!:,:r:Fi:!'!: .· . 

1-9• • % 
1-9• . • % 

1-9• 0% 

1-9• • % 

1~9• 0% 

1-9• • % 

1-9• • % 

1-9• • % 

1-9• • % 

1-9• • % 

1-9• • % 

1-9• • % 

)o you often rely heavily on gut feeling and instinct when doing your job? 1-9 D D % 

)o you think it is often possible to come to wrong or inaccurate conclusions if you ignore your gut feelings and instincts? 

1-9• • % 

)o you think ignoring you gut-feelings and instincts would result in your being less effective at work? 1-9 D D % 

s it important for you to employ a rational and logical approach to the way you conduct yourself and the decisions you make? 

1-9• • % 

)o you go to lengths to protect the privacy of others when you come across information that may be sensitive or embarrassing to them? 

1-9• • % 

)o you think it important that you respect and protect the privacy and confidentiality of others? 1-9 D D % 

)o you think too much emphasis is put on an individual's right to privacy, often at cost to other public interests? 1-9 D D % 

· )o you feel that an individuals privacy should be secondary to other considerations? 1-9 D D % 

>o you think it important, in some instances, that you defer your personal beliefs and opinions to authority figures? 1-9 D D % 
>o you think that public authorities should have more power to monitor and intervene in the lives of individuals than they currently do? 

1-9• • % 
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)o you think it is vital that individuals have the right to protest and actively resist governing bodies? · 1-9 D D ;Ya 
)o you think that public authorities should have less power over individual members of society than they, currently do? 

1-9• • % 

)o you believe that people's motives and intentions are often other than they would have you believe? 

)o you think it is more practical to work on the assUj.11ption that others may not be being entirely hone~t with you? 1-9 D O % 

)o you think it is generally best to believe and trust people unless presented with evidence that you shouldn't? 

)o you think it is important that you maintain a trusting and uncynical nature'? 

1-9• • % 

1-9• • % 

)o you think that it is important that society applies the same rules and principles to everyone? 1-9 D O % 
Nhen there are guidelines in place for dealing with a certain kind of situation. do you think it is important that. those guidelines be adhered 

:o? 1-90 0% 
)o you often deviate from the accepted course of action? 1-90 0 % 

[n your opinion are there more disadvantages than advantages to sticking to established procedures and protocols? 1-9 D O % 

Do you often take action to pre-empt possible difficulties or trouble? 1-9 D O % 

Do you find you get involved in developing situations that might be of interest to you before you are compelled to? 1-9 D • ·% 

Do you prefer to try and avoid getting involved in events and situations unless you absolutely have to? 1-9 D O % 

Would you say you take an active, hands-on approach to your job and private life? 1-9• • % 

Do you find that you are generally fairly accurate when you are trying to understand what others are thinking and feeling? 

1-9• • % 

Can you tell when others are troubled or upset by something, even when they are trying to conceal it? 1-9 D O % 

Do you find you are often surprised when others reveal to you that that they have been upset or angry at you? 

Do you find the behaviours and reactions of others often confuse you? 

Do you think others see you as a particularly relaxed person? 

po you think it is important that people not get to intense and worked up? 

Would you consider yourself more highly strung than most? 

Do you think people should take life seriously than they often do? 

Do you feel it is sometimes useful to appear overbearing or threatening? 

Do you sometimes find it useful to induce fear in others? 

Do you go frequently go to an effort to prevent others from being daunted or frightened of you? 

Do you think it important to make a conscious effort to avoid appearing overbearing and/or dominating? 

. difr~nihifity\:'.:i;.,'.:'": . 

1-9• 0% 
1-9• • % 

1-9• • % 

1-9• • % 

1-9• • % 

1-9• 0% 

1-9• 0% 
1-9• 0% 
1-9• 0% 
1-9• 0% 

Do you think that those who know you might be a reluctant to leave an important task up to you? 1-9 0 D % 
If someone leaves an important task in your hands, can they be confident of seeing it done how and when it is expected? 
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1-9• 0% 
)o you think that those who know you would be comfortable being dependent on you to g~t important t~§ks. done? 1-9 D D % 

. . ~ 

)o you think it important that people make a strong effort to make good on their promises· and obligations? · 1-9 D D % 

)o you think it is justifiable to deceive people to get what you desire?_ 

:s it acceptable to forgo your personal integrity is under some circumstances? 

<\re you fiercely protective of your personal integrity? 

Do you think it is important to be truthful under all circumstances? 

fliottgi{ffiiffi~sii: :?:!I::;::{' :: '.:. ..· .... -.,·.: .... , .. ;, .. -·,·,,·.. , .. 

1-9• • % 
1-9• 0% 
1-9• 0% 
1-9• 0% 

When you come across someone in a difficult or embarrassing position, do you make a special effort to be sensitive tc:i that person's needs? 

1-9• • % 

Do you deem it particularly important to be considerate of others? 1-9 D D % 
Do you believe that, in reality, there are often more important considerations than being sensitive to the needs of an individual? 

1-9• • % 
Do you frequently let other considerations take priority over being sensitive to the needs of those you are dealing with? 

1-9• • % 

·.:·· ... ' ':• .. ·:~: . ' 
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,You·are mvi~d tp p11fbq1pa,te:lll:'this, ~~1,:on ;So~al:Perc~pti?ll,•;pte·_stu91,, rums:~o-mves~~te·how:we:s~e-~d ~ t~i . 

,f1\~~~l£!$~f:s~i;r;;;;i1;:~;.:;~;;;::;i~\~;;~;it.· ··. 
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... _'. : ·-.:.. ·(· .. ··,·. .. ... ._:?/~.:_::•' '.:\:,'.:··· ', ~,,_., •;:. .. . ' 
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· :with others. Wh~n;proiri001S;ilils ¥oi:mJ6on it'is inlportan{llia(~.9u are as honest as possibie.iAgain; an the u\formJtlon:: ··:. • . 
. ~~~i:~ed;jl c9n.-ir>l~te,ly.~_onyin9ilra,n.,1.,c,~l)fi<.l.en~aj.-.ui..~\~1i;i;~f?:Y1,~Y b.~ CQ~~qted!Y,,'ifu;y_o.y.,, 
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Inst;t~i;~~I~t!!1:;;;ttz; :,·,r; . . .. . . . .. .. "i'.' " , . ,, 
For each.ofthe: statements belovq=!lease indicate to, what extent the.statementis characteristic 1ofyou.If'the statement is,,•• ;>: . 
. ~xtr~rp~!Y ·\41.C~fa~\~r;s~ci ~fyou;(;ot ~t'a.ll )ik/y~_u)..'P.1¢~ie _gli~kth~.:button ,ri~iq,to,''.l\ ]f.,t1le)illt~~el.\ti~.,ixtr~~-ely:.::, '.;: · :,· · 

... 'c\iiiac;te1~ti.s' ~v~1i~ucn lik.ty.o~).'.~l~lli~, i:li?,l(th{l>utto# next.: t() the ''7i: • or; 2ourse. ,i.'?tiitli111¥J in~t Be' ri~itiier.'e~emity: '.:.; C.' 
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S~tif l!Jli~;f fi1.~~~~~t \ i > '. ·. ·.· , ....... ,.· .. , ... ·. 
Qu/1;·,fdon't qsu!)liy,bo:ther to:amilyze.'and expliutl people's behaviour .. · 

,:

1·:··~-./<·:~:.:(.>:\~\' '(>///:::,\}}>(it:\~.:'.)i:··;\':-.:(/ .... :: .. :·,\\:: /.':):~_:;::::"i:\·,:_{.:.,;~:·:'..~~·,· ,' .: . ·. ·. ; ' 
··•Strongly:Dlsagree-'1;._Q2 03,9:4-05 06 '070 Strongly¼fee 

:'••. '•,, t , .. ,.,\:,: I ,: •' •.,, • ' . ' •' • . I •.:•~ ,• ,. ' ' 

Qu. 7/ p;;\1f h,t~~~d\iuti;"')~;f .,u','. N•~i't'!l'b<h~OuiJdOn't uruol)l'l"/"\':~t: } · 
;$troiigly;,Disagre~l :q:2 .0:3 ~04 ;<t5 O,g_· ;Q?: .. 0 SJ:rongly.'.Agr'~~ 

:.~~}\~:f !~f it!~;i~\~:~~~r?,~gr7····• ...... ·::::c' + .i., 
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,Qu. :11 f I think :very little about the different ways people influence oiw .ariothe.r . 
• - -. ·: -'· ' . ' ' .; <·' . 

$1)'.oi\glyDis~el:,j O ~ Q3 OA <) n16 0:7J>. Str6rigly Agtee 
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-· •!!. 
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~u.·14/Ih~v~ often'founa fh~·basic. i:ause fo~ a persons .behaviourislocatedfar back in time. 

;;tro~y.£is~ee:1bf83 b4 (fs. 0~ 079 Strongly~ee 
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-," .. 
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,Qri. 24/wh~nfue,reasi;)tj1~ t giv'e.for.$y ()'Wi.'behaviour are. different front sorne9ne eisers, th.is· often 
makes fu:i think aboutth~ '. thinliliig processes that lead to. ~y explariatioris; . . 

.·. Strorigly':Ois~feJ. 02 03· 04 .(j•5 06 070 Strongly .il.gr~ii 
' . . . ·•' ' '. , . , ' ,., -· . 
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0 ~f:~~!~i~1;'tf~~i~;~it, .... , . '. , • .•... ·, · •·•.,, .:' . ,{)}'[]) . '.• 

. •Fpr, ea.ch :.o.f the• statiments :bek>w pJease in die ate. fo:-what -extent· the statement -is· characteristic ·ofj.pu>Ifthe statement i_s.7 •·· :.,+;: 
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. ~~%'*'';t~'f tr£f f ~~;•e~•; tt\'JI ~~ ts; '\Jht~~•·,,i.,;,,,i, tt\11\~i• ';• 
C ogni tive::,Ha bits Invent~~}··' ·. 

·. ' .. ·• ',.• . ~,. ·',· ' . .' .. , ., . . . . .. 

:·,~~:i~.l~00,~h~.i{t~:i0F-~fiH:fr~~:.;.r~n~-~~~-. , --- . _ . ·:•. -•_:. ·~•,/<.:· .s,,>. r·::.:: ... 
S~owf ]?is*-~~\\0.-2 Q'3,~qLo'cs:· a;(p.'7.'o· -~b-_ongly ~ee·. : ~- , , - · · . ,.- , -::-~_;:'; ., :•, ;,;,_:;:> ;:, -.-

1 ',, \; \'i:' J;'•,•;/ \;:,-,:~~}( ,'t:::r,~:~~}\<:'~) M~!~ < ,• •, (\I :•;, ,f ::~- • ,•;-'a>/\-~ ',' <! /\ - •: < ~, • .. (~~\,~;l~;:•'1~; )[: ;_.,, 
.Qu:2;·lilik£to:have·'the.'.resp'<insib.ili~.of41ll).dling:a,'situati<m. thafr~_quires i'lo'fofthinliliig. ·, -~-' ;;;c/") /';:(·,·: 

,/•rI {:1i~(:7):r,~-1t{~~1':'., yi,,if,,f-r,;;:,~J\:\::.~~-rj:;:.r{\ ';'.1,. :~ ,:{'{,;• _i:1-. ~< :.,_~i:: . .'·'~i, ~ 1'~,1 ''; .,·.,~,~~t~:'i:l''l/~•/f/J"','\i.!l,;/;:,. 
, ~ttongly'.pisagre

1
e'·,l\0.2 -¼3,::9'.ir:9;f:Q 6;9·~;_f) Sti;origly_'~ee~ ,. , ; :-: · _,: ~:: ::.'/,-,i,-};'.-:-5'.- /~\ 

• :,i~ ,'';\ ,·l,l~,.,.',s;.,}:_,,,,.;~,\:t1,.,:.~•;1~\11'.~{-~ •, ::!:_;~ ~'~e·\.~'••J'J _'' _, \ i ,, ',:,, • .i,<:/ ,/'~\ J/,•~' 

, Qu. 3; Thinkfug-is'.not.my 1~ea oUun., ,· · . , : , -~ , 1• , 
1

, ,. • , • :-:; ·:: ·,; :/,.T, ,;,y,,_.', 

_,:: _,::_ \~ ,_:•_', \: :S:<-C'.i'. ·;:,·,./;,?~:,:,·,: -~·::•· .· :-''-'," ,- :.Jt3,:i':' ':'• , -,, >. ,.-, '·, ~/., \·: '_:- -_'-: ··:_: ~/).:_-!~;:_':\ '.f):· 
'Strongl;(D1sasreel 0°2 P,.3•0,~ 0-~ Ou 0.7:,0:Str.o~y:fwee- ·_,-·'': .',, ',, ,,--:, ,,,',; ,•,-',,k.,,,,,t,,J ,._ 
:::,\,<''..'"{::_1 '\.}':/-:~\••"'F~->..,'_.":\~~•,-:~•j,,r:';-''::/~.1

•~-: -:-,•:'/''..'.""•,_--it.;.:. '-'_,'', ,~': ",, -;, _'< <,::-' .. : _\t;::;;_-~\:-,~<-,)~fj·',.~-

!it/11-.1ir~~i~.: ~r~;iT~~~--¼:~!:,; ;,fl~_~s.,~~~' gi~~~t_-~rf{0~~,~g:~,;it' i,~i~,e, ~-~;.f~af i~~:f ~{' ·: ~ 
::,:\. ·:\,~;;.1Jt(?:::'.f:·:;~J;'-.\lt: ·V~J>f ''.f >\.J·-);~-'.:V:iJt,tr :)\:t<>:t -:t I:~ \(Ll\f : 

-~t_t:oi)gly,D1s~ee.,l-,.P,~ ,q~_ g~, 0,9 .Q,~ ,,•.,7.-,0. Strin@Y._Mee: . , , , : ,, , .·,· ,_ -,: ,fr., ,,:.,; .. :, -,,,,.,,., ;,·, . ;-,., 

•; 
1
~: }?:;,r1;;-· tJ·~~ ·s~:r(:·t~.(:xt 1;-~(;;~fif~\:\~i~?-t,;~:,:~~l~ ;y ·!;~:· :~'..J, ~'- -i,j-t- - .): ;_:-:: ~-~,,, ~- _,_~·, ~., ;.~;~-t:/>/~ 1

, ?> .-~)f?f-:,iY.-;t~~ .. ~{~'~\: · 
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Qi.i, 12', Learriing riew Ways to i:hiAf(doesri't excite me .very much, 

Sft6rt,g!fbisa,gt;~d '¢,.2 03 c.,4 05 06 0.7 9 Str•nglyi\gree 
. . . 

.Qti,• 13~ J pref et ihyljfoto. J,e µlle'd with fim:les ,thatriiust:b:e. s.o,lv!l4. 
. . ., -

$ti9ngly.])i;~e~J 0.2 ()~ 94. 95 Pf 919 :3):i:ot\glyAgree; 

··. Qu. ;tl:th~:~_otlori9(~g.abstractly'.is app~~g·~o·m~-

:i~9i\gly J/isw~d Cr? o) 04 05 06 07 0 'srr_o,nwy Afree 

Qu.• i}; r 'N<>uld. prefer a. task that is 4ite11~~tual giffl:cµlt 3114Jmp~rfiu{ttp 011eJhafis s~rµe'<V~~tig1p.9rf.:µit' · 
b~r4o.¢s not.teqtiire m'll<:hth~ught! . . .. . ·.. ·. ·... . . .. . . .·· ... •· . . . .. ·.. . . .:• •·· 

' ·, . -~ ,. :: ' :·' :'. . . . 

Sit'ot\glyDisagieeJ .. 0) 03 94 •5 Q~ :07 0 $.\rot\gly_Agree 

!f f i~Ii~Ji ii~}:i~J~i15:::::::::::\::~t;~~;;;:~izf 
. 9;9h~y,P.i~~~{ip2:¢j ('i~ .~/ 9~ · .((-19 Stro~;'.¼;~• 

,Q'u, :).'8-';\tt$qru1y:,<t!l~f Ul), d~ab.e/aµnf ab9ut.i~su:es, ~;;h1,wl1eA·~~w d,o .pote.f'f e<:t:.w~ .·P,l:{~)~~iillY,; . 
.. ::'s.~•-~t•?jf~~?t=.•-~·2•·•H:i•.0J••g;~••···p~·•••;•1:&•~~9~;~~-~e::'·'·•••······· 
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App~ndix H 
', I •· , 1, '··' . 

• 'ii. 

'Iris'fri1ctihn's\for':s•ca.Iet1
• i,. : . ,. . . .:· ... 

>. ··::\:/::·' ;~;-it:.,.,;::.\))):,t:\:. 1j•i: .. iA~;1·::<::: · ,,:.: .. ;.- :. ,._. · ., · · ·.,, , .. ,,.. :'· ~:>::· 
F,orieach' ~f.the 'siatements:1:ielov/pie~e indicate.'to what'exteirt the stateroent'is·characteristic Qfyou; If,the state'ment.i~:,,:··: 

:' ·.e~~%~lr,:UJ'.chi~,9~~~c~9,ff 9~::(~9t'ap'!~,~j{<1~) ;P.li~~~.~¥~klli.~~bu~~in n,e?ft.~o'·;',,t:\ Jf ~~:s.t~~e,ne~ti,~;,~~-~1;1,6li·. :~:\ .,/;· {':: :' 
.charact!ln.stt_c (11m1 much ~e you) p)e11se _c;lipk:th~ ~uttoµ next'tq \J\e, "7,', Of course, a stat~m~nt may.be.l\e1th~~ ~xtremelv., . ,. '.' 

,;., ..... ,, •.. ,..,._l.1,•.,, 1 " ,~ ,t',.,,~;: .. ~, .. ,,f "1;,;•~".1· ,· 1 ····.·.1··~ ··i,' · l; 't,i1-.~·••~,, 1 ,J.,_, .. !>,\,".• 1 1,'· .. ~·.-.,i~ 
: . charactenstic oruncharactenstic',ofyou; ifthins:the;case-theq please: click a',butfon,m the,nudate.,ofthe:scale··.tliah:lescnbes. ihe •. 

tc~;~/Fi:.H;w ,~ye•; 1;•:~iW1':~%:W:~, ;bi:./ )! ;,:;,; .. ; . ·•• . . •. . . )i;'.1:i~:~t ;;;;~z'tr• 
,.Pe~ s9~al a.11d.So~1aLq1 am~atI~n Inyt'nto~y. , ·• _ . : ,_:. _· . ,'i ,':,,>,'t,. (:1·<·:•·i,, ,. 

-~-: \; 
', . 

. ;Strol),g\;,. . 2'0:·~·. . . 0'$' Cf(A,:·st'ioM1;,,:i\gree·· ·, :' . ·: .:: '> '_,• ';, .• ·:: \ ~;.· \/: •,V,s·•' 
,.,, 1., ?<• 'I: ,,111,1/~•1~.:c,',• ,t., .,l,.:. o,-~--;:_;,,.,- 1~'f!tJ11, __ ,,.:; __ ' ,.,, ' ; ~~ '.,..:.''ii\) .. /, 

-}~, ~ ,;+_!, ~.J- . }·':~\' kY?t!~ 1 ;; ~

1~\-,~~~~-'_.t,;., ~:· ;rt-~;;•\ .::/ ,,_..-\;:,, -,.;· · · -1:'~, ~ ,· - , 2, -~ \, , _:, ,!\. )\~-~ .. . . 
1

,\:;; '}~;·~~ )~ \ 

,,,Qu.'4 'I l\l{e'to have a place.for ev,ecy:Mng and:eyeryj!11,mpn 1t's place,:. · ,.:· ,-. .. \ .. · :- (·;,:,;-. .:•··•~, .. _. .. , ·, 
~'·-~:~:-/~;:'\;·.-:',;S:\~-.:?:~{~~-·\)f··,f':l),~:-':•.'''~1:, :: ·,\7·:t'i'(·"'l'J'.~~ ~-, -·: ti','' l ,· _.[it,·l;:''.~;-:~:~_:'"/-'$\,~l':·.-:i: \~ 
:·s~?~x,P,/s.~fr\??:2:.'~) -~4>qto:6.,r1:q·~tr~~r~~e, ·, ', : .. , .: , ·~.: .. · :i:,-:-.<-J::!J~..::~· 
I ,1•' ,~::, '~ ):~:•/ '~\' :t-.\.r :••11••~\• ;:.1• .-.~,~.:,,~ •, fi~./ \~ './ < !I'\ (,' I , "' '•',::, ~/~(>~ ~: ;': ',,, ' ;,/• \' - ~ I • , ~ \ ';,'~~:/ : ~ ~;]~~fl} /0(~ • 

:Qu:':'5;~:l::fincl'.th~ta·welto·rdered.life,with regular hourdnakes 'iny!life:tedious:. : : ; . ~ . - :1 ;:,./ · ;'.·{' 
'.:'.'; :(', '5:it/ ... ;~i//:~\ .:'(:J,.:}P(l:\"l/-'. ,';,_._.::, t,> :. '.:: : :'.; > \ ~ ',; _: '>: ·\ <. < · . , ,' ;:,~ ,:,f ·,:;, ,,';~·,,:_'.,,/:'. .· 
, ~tro, ~w;ei:J.-.P,2 Oi~ . .P.:1,P5, O}i ,f;i.7P, $.,tropgly,:ASl,"ee\, ,:, ·· , , .. , ., ,, , .. '';." .p; .. '.,· 

:i;:,f,~;1~1::J~iif i~¼:•~;;;;:;f i::t · •{?;;t: :ti:::t : ; ::>f ;:J~ti: ~'.}: 
1Stt6' "·¥ .. •n;t:n::ri' , .. '-'.O'6:o;;i::osir.0AA1t:Asi-~'e·1• ', ,,, :.','. ~-".' ', ,, ;•:,·

1
,:1·'.,,~i'~:'1 ':::"\~ ... 

/r,,;ifi:'. ;, ... ,1 ~'.tt:it{i~f1*: . ,:):? \··" \t.f:Yf/:,:•::·.·;,: ./~< {.:·/·.•~;: .. : \~/1_::/:)\i·f?~ ' 
i/,Q~,·?,,JIJ.a~e,Jo.;--<lPMtg~,P.}Y:P~~~~t.~.(!.last.,tD.1.Qute-;:,,,<', ~:•:t ,_ .. ,.,/,, ·•, ,'.''· ;-, ''.,,1.~1.,: 
t~-\~;:t J~~lDr,•t~(:-::i~~1'.\f-'·:2·'.f=-~I~\~:~;::: ;::l/!'16't/ '',~:?01;f);:;"hf;"";i '·.,:.; ·\~'\' i,., /:·,>:':.: '.::, //~? 

;i_t;r~pgl.7> .i~a.sr;~!' , -_,g,. . .P.'-.i .Vt: . .9.7 .. \-' .. ; .. •,~ ., s. ... ?.w~M~i;, · ., ,' · : ' Ch' ., -, "u' · , .. ·., '.' Vs', '." ... 

. r.,~. :~;\':-::'\.;;·i-~f~:?{~:¾~JI:; ~~-~;\?\,');::J:··., 1,-\.~? :~: t(.,.. ::'•;''.' ·::J>-:r·}C\'-:{;,1 ,,£~-~".~\'. r; .,,~.~'-:: ({>: · /\:,?X;_·,. ,\, ~t \;~~-)_)?, 
'Qu. 8"'.(hatc;,tob~,:w1th':people·wh1fare.unpredictabk~- · ,~ (; ·? J• .. ~' .,-.._ • • -·.;:,.,_.- ,;~\·.r,:/:•.". 

\;:~~ytil;~ ::i~l f tI /ft>-1t~1:t::?~;:;_ ~-::i;2;;r~;_? }:r"/~:_;-_.: ·:: :_i ;.;/i_ d ~:J> ·.:t\1~(i~~:i t~jf tt!I?? 
1''~ -:,,pg!Y...,.\1••~~,-•,H'.1,' '\H,~L, ~8,,.~R,f-,-, .. ~6-';,., :•{, 1·-,,"t\\'l@ir~,~-1~. :,.._, . . . ;ii ,,.,,,,, '"It ,,•~-~:1 :u, M.\ >' I :-:-,if, ·:t)·:>: .,.:,~1~\•.r~:;:·}:,,:"if~:l<?!{'-'•1!"~',\l·,'.~/·, 1 .--~(),,', ~.t· ':--~,~·: ·: ·'~· ,' -1 t,, ':- ,·'.' / '": ~,<,,~.r.,:~.t:~:~·J:~t, ,-n', '·. 
::gu; ,9;: )hat!!;'COnsistent:rouiinc: enables me•t.o,enjoymyself more;:·,. ,, ~', , , •,:;, i ,'(; ,;,,,.: ',:: -)· ;·,. 

i;~i!~1rli~ji~itli~f i;If ~li1f ~~F!iI:;;:r:;f 1:
1if 06;:i;~Ji~~ii~'.i!;,~\{;Mi 

1 Q1,1., lO,.];.enJQY,J:li.e,exhilaraqo~,,o.f\~e_mg_lii,llnJ,>f.~~ct~ble s1tuations. ,. : ,. ,·.'-'. ,.,, ;•.:,·.•,,:,,.'.:i,;;c'•?'.·',11,., ,:;·_,.,,,.,),;, 

l::i;;;f~i~f!:{f~}{i:~~~~:;~~1;,~{f:/6:',~i~';:~e~/:•i:·,,~-:._:·~.:.'.:·: __ ,. .. i_:):.· ·, ,'':,;\;~;)\t~\rlilf~l~tli:\l}i\lfJil, 
:·:Qu': 11,\Lb~·~~m~~~~d~foit~Plq wh~n;the:rule;·i:ri1a situatio'rf~e·,iliwle~.: '" :· // ····,· '• ·; ; · ... 

t~l~i;~~:;~i~1ii;t:Zi,~t,.~i~:,,iti;fi0:t·'· ... 
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·,C>c.cupati~~a1p,erteptfon, ··,', ·:, :~:.··?·:-:·,:, /~ 
, • , , • , • , \! , , 4 I,, I I/,_ ; , f- I , , 1 , ~ , _ , 1 _ , , , 

•Thi~ part of the study is attempting to1getan'idea ofhow,you see and:understand your social world:Towards this end we ar~ 
?~~.to:ga!/:er,}~f_rie:in;\i.rrniiq~,rr.J~~.~,o h~}VY.9~Se};:~e6p),e "iti'.~~t.ent jobf ~dj,c·c,up~ti9nt, Bel9i:ii!,:~ f \>:~~ons;'.ea~~ · . . ~Z!fJ,f Jli1!Jisif ~.i~7~~;~:i:=M;~b.,J~1;i,1~~~:r.~~ 



.. I ' ~pp~ndix J 
·· . ..,,_.'· 

:-~•···~· /· \.~},;~·! 

Oci:tipaJon~•Grou,p:. P9)ice o{d~i~~ , 
,;s'~!ow l!{e_.twq task~?'.Th,e .one:on µie)ell:i; wha~ we have terme4 a feelings.themiometer;.'.Y-<iu wil{see th~t:ie' therm,,;>lllCJe~is .· 
• ani;h~rf~;~t;,ili.ei9i>;anc\ .. b.~:tt;~i; Y,.~i;en.~ety'ravow~b!/PJld •ii1fens·~1y_ unf~vqw~b\e:.:~~s~;~~rei: to•ro~;f«1~lliig~!ii?~~4:t/,1iii1 

.· \ ·· 

group.,'S.~;if;iwhen;~Jlcountering_or, thihkins,about P,O~ce-officers, yoµr.feelings arp .very favourable then you ~houl/L.s.el~ct:9-ne · · 
.. ,?f fu.~. pciui!s ,t9WlJ!dJh.~)oi,>)f, u;~ :~~m1§~e~().r,r?~ te ,9t.ij'er. band;J yoµr. reap~ons .ar~·.v_~ry_ ~~g~~(t.4~!t/9-!:i~!i~ui4.!,e1ict,.~:.. : 

poin~,cl~'.s~r:to'~r;b,?.~<?,$,·!>~Jh.eJl\e,rii\~~i:te,r:). ·. : ,: :> . , . ' .. , ,. , · · .. : -' : , . . /·. ;: : ,./<·: y\ ))' / · 
. The task'·c:,nthe:tjglit1s atte!i)ptingto get an idea ofthe,types of characterislics:that you'.think..the.occupationalgrouP,.g~iierally .. 

: ff f,_;~i~lf f 1,i~5;f(t!e:~;~;;l1~;~;r:,1,::)i 
:·•/; '.: .. i ;,:; ,:.:/~' : •::·~ .. ;· •. 

·· .. ·•: :f~:~~g_rl'.~e~~;fiii:<,t , .:Q~cupatiQ~!ll·qrg~p.:~pr<:~l!i~p.:• .. ·>:;)· ;\;:; 
. ',Y:~ur. feefil1$S•~hout the,gt;OUR. ·-, ,' '}pe~era11i:1>f ~c~:Qffic~:~::~~;;o;~r: 1

,;: .)·k i /}. ??}!' 
.. ~_/:,/! .. }'•'.: l ·',~\• ,:,, ; '.' ;·, 

~i- ,:;: :·rr·~,~;: 

: ··••·~1>erc;~pttvej:;, ,Ch00 0.,():. • \Q: P4>,<>;::o,. Q.;9, 9-"~ ;(,)!.,:liis~ns11tve,,;:i;,, 

, •. •.-talnJl~-~:~.1;;;:• 
', ;;;~.;~,1 t::-,,'!~:j:;- ~!,V:·,:':1~l ·' .. ,.,.:,- .1,:f.:• :-'·.;..: ,i: .. ;>.::::.-,:.,ii::·:/1 /1 ,. : .. ~.:1 .. :', ",;-.1 · .. -:..:;:_;.\'; ~ 1.1::·: • ~ ,·4,{1. ,:',:.':.:. ,,·; ' .. ;· :(?\:'.;,, .~,>-~ .: ;.~.~· 1 :=;_\:::·.:-.-:::<:;,:.:·:,!'./)\· .. {\.-',-;)ii:;.:'·,'.:,:.:.,.,.:~:-·:.i'.!, ·? . .'. !_ 
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App~ndix K, 

.... 'f//J ~1~i~~j;~~:i{()r~ati01i Stl(~ij'.1t}: ... 
'_; This part :.of the:studt is altell}P,@.8,'t,o;~.~t. an'.idea ofhowyou see and widerstand other people. ·Below are,6 buttons;.; each·: • 
)~11pmg_tp.J~J?tj~fpr~/µ)f9.(f P~!,~~~Ji;()&, ~C. ic9-up~tio,.11!11 'gi-,()Up _i1b.?.~t•w.hich, ;:ou h,~~~jus.t ·ar,i~~-~r~d :~9f¥~9~~:,JPH wllJ~/ .... 
. <aske1Jo:~o:~,?~~•tjki,:r:~f~t.•-Jl~e·ill~vi~uiil;sf P,lease:~vetlie ~t6filesollie atteritidn:'Please,select,one: .. · · .. ,:/· ''/: /:? •:: . 

. ::&--IJIDllilllflffll 
'.·. :·,,_ .... ·'\;'·:,:v:\; '.-{~}t· ,.;/~}f? !~;;t .'c\·· .· . . .,, . ' .. 
. ·'.·;Bfilf~ilifmflISIJIR'-llllil. 

' i, t"' .'·•• • · •'• I,_ -•< • •• ''', 

,.-•:.>:(: r .. -./.:.· _/;/f':~t::'-?~/::tr·.:'.'.;•_1 ... 

i; :~;J~f ",;~l~~ItJL+ 
·:~, .. '.1 
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Appendix L 

,., 
',',!! 
. • ·:·:fy)\:•_; .:./,' ;.· ). L \:\ 



App~ndix M 

'.,llie·;puri? is~. or.:w~,;~ o{t!{e'.s~dy is' l~:sa~er:di\1.a ~bb4~l kh,id:ofirifo~~tiQriJhat.j?'.~~pl(t~~kfoi: w4ei):fh~y,aie ionru.tk; .· . 
•. . i,tp:p(~S-~i?Af; :~~t~.e W-?~~:&1F11,Y?,~JoA.o.:'.is;!~~Uf •V?,~~t§q•of (!l.!~S~()nS,YOl;,W9.~~- a..fl<;,tl.i,e -,~b.o:y.e1>_er~o-~ ~:~9~;\'.f.~rr~::•-

',• ',,., .;• ... :1: 
(· .,;, 

1~~i :~~:!Hf iisi\:'!"f:'J~:,: i ·• 
-1 · 
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Appendix N 

i:t~f: iP.t9~ri!~{!.{!~[: .. · • • .· . < i \ \ ! · ; ){ c\)k.),i;'i)i " 
,The· next part .of t,heexperimenfis::attempting t~ estitblish•tl/,~ kinds of infonnati on we,find useful ,when i:ryii1g to form,ari?. ii:•.·.• ... :•.·{' 

:~:it:~~J~~;t:~tt~~1:tttt!?¥¥.:}t~~t.;~ff:~ttJ1;t~i~~i~~t~t:tli~\~ii;ttV;fJ•: 
.s el/let. wliith:.of thes~ yoµ t)uiik;yoir;wou/d,fin,4 µseful)fY?,WW~re :lcylilg:to ,get. an<! .Ut~g~rstflllcli,M. 9{1,l:t,eJru:geJ pers,on proyi~~s!t . 
. :F ~{~a~e :aii4 ¢/J!qeicy we. h.~i.~:~yf<l,~~;~e::ciµ~s~oqs.ui),~c·i9rding tothe.ii¥.<miility tra\t !O,.\\lhlph. ih~y ~e(efiqµcW,n.g,~irf.o.i)( . 

ofth.e trait$ be!~~ will pro~de,y,?u witl)..~o question.~, lne o~w,Jiich,y.ou c~ selectpf rou Y,<IIlt)o s~l~cf~.o:t-O;,~e~~o~f,Y.f~, :,;:, :;~~~~:.t:r;,;~:~::::f J!!;,~m9f }(1::ch~~?t~µciJ\14.'.~~e~t;tpat ~h~~~J~~tj.c,agaip: Y}>4,:~~,f~S; ~.:tt~?,v:tt\.:, 
'Y ou:can select ·a·s many questions as·you wish from as many oftl1e traits as you wfsh bu(we have·provided far:mor~:questions 
~f ~Jlii1% f o{Y(il.1, ~~.e1:: f?,~~µ;~~·~~~~Il~~i ,liJtey~~:~v;,tts.:,l~i:~~e!l).;~i;,1/;i~.q,>.'?H :JW'f:~' ~f,~,CfE.{all ,\l)e}lA'/:~~~i~:?$>,i{;:c· 

.· thinkxo.u,/,,o1ild:~ecd ti:>,~et,~,t~Jl~. 9f~S::pers9n'spersc:in~r• clicbon the l~~;1"Huttoll:atthe:•bott9m ofthe,g~,\ .· ( ./, , , . 
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Trait Question Pol Gen t% p % . t Dia. p Dia 
Unreliable cs Do you make.a strong effort to make Ma 5.3 74 11 0.00 0.494 0.632 

good on your promises and 
obligations? 

Unreliable cs Do you think that those who know Ms 5.7 31 
you might be a'reluctant to leave an 
important task up to you? 

Dishonest cs Can you say you are truthful under Ma 6.9 70 5 0.00 1.616 0.137 
all circumstances? 

Dishonest cs Are you able to justify deceiving Ms 5.5 36 
people to get what you desire? 

Formal s Do you find yourself often deviating Ms 6.6 31 11 0.00 1.676 0.125 
from accepted courses of action? 

Formal s When ther~ are guidelines in place Ma 5.4 73 
for dealing with a certain kind of 
situation, do you make a strong 
effort to adhere to them? 

Suspicious s In your experience is it more Ma 5.3 72 6.7 0.00 0.972 0.354 
practical to work on the assumption 
that others may not be being entirely 
honest with you? 

Suspicious s Do you generally believe and trust Ms 6.2 32 
people unless presented with 
evidence that you shouldn't? 

Hostile s Do you find that the only way to deal Ma 6.5 64 4.8 0.00 1.812 0.1 
with some people is to get 
aggressive? 

Hostile s Do you find that the best way to deal Ms 5.1 35 
with people Is to put them at ease? 

Perceptive N Do you find that you are generally N 6.8 63 2.2 0.05 1.237 0.244 
fairly accurate when you are trying to 
understand what others are thinking 
and feeling? 

Perceptive N Do you find you are often surprised N 5.8 48 
when others reveal to you that that 
they have been upset or angry at 
you? 

Laid-back cs Would you consider yourself more Ma 6.3 65 5.4 0.00 0.579 0.575 
highly strung than most? 

Laid-back cs Do you think others see you as a Ms· 5.7 36 
particularly relaxed person? 

Intimidating s Do you find that in some Ma 6.3 75 6.5 0.00 0.342 0.739 
circumstances it is necessary to 
appear overbearing. or threatening? 

Intimidating s Do you frequently go to an effort to Ms 6 33 
prevent others from being daunted 
or frightened of you? 

Proactive N Do you pref er to try and· avoid getting N 6.6 46 0.6 0.56 0.437 0.671 
involved in events and situations 
.unless you absolutely have to? 

Proactive N Do you often take action to pre-empt N 6.3 51 
possible difficulties or trouble? 

Thoughtful N When you come across someone in N 5.7 61 0.3 0.76 0.722 0.487 
a difficult or embarrassil)g position, 
do you make a special effort to be 
sensitive to that person's needs? -
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Thoughtful N Do you find that, in reality, there are N 5.1 59 
often more important considerations 
than being sensitive to the needs of 
an individual? 

Intuitive N Do you often rely heavily on gut N 5.5 60 0.5 0.60 0.184 0.858 
feeling and instinct when doing your 
job? 

Intuitive N Do you go to lengths to make sure N 5.3 64 
you employ a rational and logical 
approach to the way you conduct 
yourself and the decisions you 
make? 

Authoritarian S Do you prioritise an individual's right Ms 5.6 36 5.1 0.00 1.439 0.181 
to protest and actively resist 
governing bodies? 

Authoritarian S Do you frequently defer your Ma 6.4 65 
personal beliefs and opinions to 
authority figures? 

Discrete N Do you think too much emphasis is N 5.8 43 1.3 0.23 0.735 0.479 
put on an individual's right to privacy, 
often at cost to other public 
interests? 

Discrete N Do you go to lengths to protect the N 6.4 53 
privacy of others when you come 
across information that may be 
sensitive or embarrassing to them? 

Flexible cs Do you think you employ techniques Ms 6.5 34 5.7 0.00 0.956 0.362 
that help you remain adaptive and 
responsive to change? 

Flexible cs Do you require yourself to make an Ma 5.7 68 
effort to apply the same procedures 
and rules to different situations? 

Forgiving cs Do you find it difficult to let go of a Ma 5.8 65 6.1 0.00 0.391 0.704 
grudge? 

Forgiving cs Do you think you are good at getting Ms 5.5 35 
over the wrongs that others have 
done you? 
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How long have you been a policeman 
Why did you become a p/man 
What are your goals with regards to being a 
p/man 
Do you gain satisfaction/joy from your job 
Do you think police officers do a good job 
Do you think police officers are well thought 
of 
How do you think this country could be 
improved by better police/community 
relationst 
What positive aspects do you bring to policing 
Do you value the role you play in the 
community 
How high up the chain of command do you 
want to get 

What made you want to be a police officer? 
What is the most difficult part of the job? 
What is the most satisfying part of the job? 
Do you still want to be dioing this job in 10 
years time? 
What other jobs would you do if you were not 
doing this job? 
Do you prefer working with animals ie a dog, 
than with other people? 
What is thwe most important part of your life 
at the moment? 
If you felt that other things wete gettin in the 
way would you prioritise them? 
What do you do in your spare time? 
What are the most important attributes of a 
person? 

Do you have any predjudice of any one group? 
eg 
Are you a power tripper or do you actually 
care? 
If you were in a situation where your co 
workers disagreed with you would you stand 
up for what you believe in or would you go 
along with the majority? 
Do you and your co workers focas on any one 
particular group? eg 
Do you have a tendency to lose control in 
given situation that would affect your work? 

Why did you decide to be a police officer? 
What made you decide you wanted to do dog 
handling? 
Have you always wanted to be a police officer? 
Do you have any other pets at home? 
Are you married? 
Have you got any children? 

how would you handle the situation of a fellow 
cop committing a crime and you were the only 
one who knew about it? 
DO you have a family and if so what does your 
family consist of (wife, children etc)? 
Would you lie to put a criminal in prison 
simply because you disliked this person? 
Why did you become a police officer? 
Do you consider yourself a considerate cop or 
a harsh authoritative cop? 
Do you enjoy your job? 
How much time do you with your family and 
friends? 
Did childhood experiances have anything to do 
with your choice of career? 
As part of the job do you prefer helping people 
or using your power to arrest criminals? 
What do you consider the attributes of a 
perfect police officer to be? 

Where were you brought up? 
What do your parents do for a living? 
Have you any tertiary qualifications? 
Have you always wanted to be a policeman? 
What do you enjoy about your job? 
What do you find the most uncomfortable? 
Are you married, any children? 
What are your feelings about society today? 
What do you think can be done to solve some 
of the problems? 
What's your dogsname? 

Have you any kids? 
Do you get on with your Mum and Dad? 
How many dogs have you had? 
What happens to them when they are to old to 
work? 
How much of your own time do you spend 
with your dog? 
How much time do your spend with your 
family? 
which is the most importent, your job, Dog or 
your family? 
Do you come from a big family, eg. how many 
brothers and sisters have you? 
Do you smoke dope? 
Do you get a buzz out of aresting a crim? 

what kind of music do you listen to? 
What is your favorite spmt? 
Do you practice any sport? 
What kind of car do you drive? 
What would be your idea of fun on week ends? 
What would represent the ideal holiday in your 
view? 
What hobbies do you have? 
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What type of social gatherings do you prefer? 
If you were to organise a party, Who would be 
on your list? 
Do you enjoy being the centre of attention? 

Do you like dealing with the public? 
Are you aggresive by nature? 
Do you like children? 
Do you beleive in equal opportunity? 
Are you predijuce? 
Are you racist? 
Are you religous? 
What do you want out of life/ what are your 
goals? 
Are people ultimately responsible for their own 
actions? 
Do you believe people are inocent until proven 
guilty? 

What would you consider to be "healthy" 
entertainment for young adults? 
Do you think that beat plice should carry guns? 
What is your attitude towards the de
criminalisation of marijuana? 
What is your attitude towards the current 
legislation lowering the deinking age to 18? 
What do you consider to a worse crime; child 
sexual abuse or murder? 
What areas do you feel the police force should 
focus more attention on? 
Do you have a negative or positive opinion of 
students as a whole? 

Hi Michael, my name is Darren, How long 
have you been a Police Officer/ Dog Handler? 
Are you married?, have any children? 
Do you play any sports?, musical instruments?, 
have any hobbies, if so what are they? 
Who is the most important person in your life?, 
why? 
Do you have many friends, and what are they 
like? 
Do you enjoy your job, what doesn't/does 
appeal about your job 
What is the most important thing in your life? 
why? 
If there was something you could change about 
yourself what would it be? why? 
Name the most significant event in your life? 
Why is that so? 
Why did you become a Policeman? 

Why does he choose to become a police 
officer? 
Does he enjoy working as a police officer? 
What does he do in his free time? 

How does his occupation effect his life e.g. the 
way he sees the world, his mood when dealing 
with people? 
What would he be doing if he's not a police? 

Do you compete in any sporting activities? 
What is your main interest outside of work? 
Are you a family person ( close to your 
family)? 
Do you have any children of your own, a 
wife/partner? 
What interests you most about your job? 
Do you enjoy going out on the weekends, or 
would you rather stay at home? 
Have you done much travelling?, overseas? 

Are you 
man'ied? .. divorced ... single ... gay .. straight? 
Are you really 29? .. because you look alot 
older! 
How long have you been a police officer? 
Where do you live? ... what city/suburb? 
Do you own any pet animals? .. .ifso .. what 
kind? 
What sort of transportation do you use to 'get 
around'? ... public transport .. private 
car ... bike .. private chaffeur? 
What sort of music do you listen to? (if any .. ) 
Do you play any sport? 
What do you think of rugby? 
What are your views on womens rights? 

Are you married? 
Why did you choose to be a police officer? 
Have you had any other jobs? 
Have you got children? 
Have you travelled? 
Are you planning to stay in New Zealand? 
Are you planning to stay in the profession of 
police officer? 
Is it your dream job? 
Do you enjoy working with people? 
Do you ever hate your job, in what 
circumstances? 

what aspects of your job do you enjoy most? 
do you hang out with fellow cops afterhours 
alot? 
by choice? 
Are you always in "cop mode" even when off 
duty? 
what makes you stressed out in daily work? 
Do you carry a gun when off duty and if so 
why? 
are any members of your immediate family 
cops? 
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would you consider yourself to be a laid back 
cop or a strict cop in legal terms and why? 
do you grab a beer after work or during? 
how do you consider your effectiveness as a 
cop? 

Why have you chosen your present 
occupation? 
Do you have any hobbies or interests outside 
the force? 
What do you most like about your job? 
What do you like least about it? 
How do you think your job affects your 
family? 

What made you want to become a police 
officer? 
Are your family and friends important to you? 
Do you enjoy your work? 
How do you separate work from personal life? 
Due to your profession, are you more 
judgemental and suspicious of young people? 
What is your opinion on capital punishment? 

Why did you become a Police Officer? 
What do you do in your free time? 
What is your opinion on equal rights for 
everyone, regardless of gender, background 
and race? 
What's your idea ofa good time? 
Where did you grow up? 
Do you consider yourself to be a friendly and 
outgoing person that is easy to talk to? 
Who are your friends and what do they like to 
do? 

what made you decide to join the police force? 
how long have you been in the police force? 
do you have a family? 
what activities or other interests do you have 
outside of work? 
what do you think makes a "good" police 
officer? 
do you prefer to be working with the public 
and solving "crime" or do you prefer more 
planning and strategy based work? 
do you think that a well established education 
is necessary to be a good officer? 
do you think that there are "bad" police 
offficers working within our country? 
what to you is the most rewarding aspect of the 
job? 
do you see yourself changing careers in the 
near future? 

How seriously do you take your work? 
Are you married with a family? 

Are you an aggressive person? 
What do you do for fun? 
What are your likes/dislikes? 
Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 
What is your ultimate goal? 
Do you think that everyone should be treated 
equally? 
What are your views on religion? 
Do you enjoy completing your job at the end of 
the day? 

What area of your job do you enjoy best? 
If you weren't a Police Officer, what would you 
be? 
Do you have any religous beliefs? 
Do you have a wife, children? 
What do you do in your spare time (hobbies?) 

what sort of family background did you have? 
how was your school life? 
tell me about your social life. 
how do you relate to people at work and out of 
work? 
what do you like about yourself? 
what do you dislike about yourself? 

why did you become a police officer? 
what do you enjoy about life? 
tell me about your family and your 
relationships with them? 
where did you grow up and what was your 
childhood like? 
what do you do for fun? 
what positive traits do the people you surround 
yourself with have? 
are you married, will you ever get married? 
what don't you like about your work? 

What do you do in your time off? 
Have you been in trouble with the law 
previously in your life? 
Have you been known to drink excessively on 
occasion? 
Do you/ have you smoked marajuana? 
Do you have a girlfriend/wife/children, or are 
you single? 
Do you enjoy the great out doors? 
Are you into sports? What? 
What do you enjoy most about your job? 
What has been your most proud moment while 
working on the force? 
Are you a "mum's boy" or your "dad's son"? 

if you saw someone acting suspiciously, how 
would you approach them? 
what do you think of perpetators of petty/minor 
offenses? 
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would you take a drnnken youth home, or to 
the police station? 
what role do you see yourself doing as a police 
officer? 
do you see yourself as morally superior to 
criminals? 
do you see yourself as more intelligent than 
criminals? 
do you believe people are innocent until 
proven guilty? 
do you use more or less force than other 
officers when apprehending a suspect? 

what made you decide to be police officer? 
Is being in the police force something you have 
always wanted to do? 
Do you have a family? 
What do you find is the most challenging part 
of your job? 
What do you find most rewarding about your 
job? 
Was your mother or father in the police force? 
Do you mostly socialise within the police 
force, or do you mainy socialise with people 
outside the police? 
Do you find that the police force is a way of 
life? 
What do you see yourself doing in 20 years? 
Do you enjoy your work? 

where was he brought up as a child 
does he often see his immediate family 
does he live by himself 
why did he decide to become a police officer 
does he have many good friends 
what was he like as a kid 
what does he do in his spare time 
does he enjoy his work 

why are you a cop? 
what are your ambitions? 
what is your family situation? 
what do you do for recreation? 
do you enjoy your job? 
what intimidates you? 
what do your friends do? 

why did you become a police officer? 
Do you have a large family? 
Are you from a small town or the city? 
Do you think the police can be agents for 
positive social change? 
Do you think the law is always right? 
What would you like to change about how the 
public view the police? 
Do you see police work as a vocation or is it 
"just a job"? 

Would you recommend young people become 
police officers? 
Is the stress of police work worth the benefits? 
Do you sometimes have to do things in your 
job that go against your personal value system? 

Is he married and does he have kids? 
How long has he been in the police and what 
position does he hold? 
Does he belong to any organisations / groups 
other than the police? 
What are his hobbies / leisure activities? 
What are some of his accomplishments? 
What are some of his goals? 
What are some of his beliefs and values? 
Is he religious, if so what are his beliefs? 

How do you feel about police being armed? 
What do you think of the social problems faced 
by Maori people in our society? 
Do you have a family? 
What areas ofNew Zealand have you been a 
police officer in? 
What advice would you give to a rape victim? 
What are your long term career ambitions? 
Would you volunteer to work in low socio
economic and potentially high crime areas? 
How do you think the problems with gangs 
should be handled? 

Why did you decide tp become a police 
officer? 
HOw long have you been a police officer? 
Do you have a family? 
WHat happens when you get pulled over and 
you are not on duty in a different area? 

How long have you been a police officer? 
Why did you decide to become a police 
officer? 
What do you like best about being a police 
officer? 
What does your job as a police officer actually 
require you to do? 
Do you like being a police officer? Why? 

tell me about your family 
what religion are you? 
What do your hobbies include? 
Where did you grow up? 
Are you, have you ever been, married? 
Do you have children? 
Do you have a criminal record? 
Do you enjoy your job? 
Where do you currently live? 
What kind of education have you had? 
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why did you want to become a police officer 
do you enjoy your work and why 
what kinds of activities do like to do when you 
am'tworking 
what kinds of posonality traits do you think 
you have 
if you could choose the kind of person you are, 
what would you be like 
what kind of work would you be doing if you 
weren't in the police foece 
what goals do you have in life 
how do you think other people percieve you 
describe your relationship with your family 
if you had children whow would you like to 
bring them up 

Do you find it challenging being a police 
officer because of the situations that you are 
placed in ie domestic violence? 
Do you find that being a police officer 
compromises or conflicts with your morals and 
general way of life? 
Do you have a family, wife? 
Is having a family important to you 
Do you find it diificult trying to balance your 
life and role as a police officer with your life 
outside the force ie is work just work or is a 
part of you 
Do you see yourself as being a police officer 
for the rest of you working career 
what other thinngs interest you besides being a 
police officer 
what made you decide that you would become 
a police oficer 

What made you want to become a police 
officer 
Are you in a relationship 
Are you close to your family 
Do you enjoy your job 
Are you introverted or extroverted 
Are you more aggressive or passive 
What sports and recreational activities do you 
play/participate in 
Do you like children 
What subjects at school or university interested 
you most 
What are some of your other interests 

how do you feel about the opposite sex 
what is your stance on drug use 
how would you handle a violent offender 
what hobbies/sports do you enjoy 
are you a family man (manied) 
are you inquizative 
do you trust people at word value 
what is your stance on abuse 

do you have a family? 
do you have an education of some sort? 
why did you become a police officer? 
do you enjoy your work? 
what is your most favourable part of your job? 
have you ever shot someone? 

Does your frame of mind held while working 
crry on into everyday life? 
Tell me about your family as you were growing 
up. 
Was your career decision the result of 
consideration of many options or was it 
decided on early? 
What social group did you fit into as a 
child/adolescent? 
What are your hobbies and interests? 
What was your academic performance like? 
What mood do you experience most often ie 
cheerful, sad etc 
What music do you listen to? 
What activities do you participate in when 
socialising? 
Do you spend much time deep in thought? 

Does he have a family? 
Does he have many friends outside the force? 
Why did he join up? 
Has he, or does, he cheat on his partner? 
Has he ever lied/planted evidence to get a 
conviction? 
What is his opinion on Arthur Allan Thomas? 
Does he believe in planting information to get 
a conviction? 
Does he have pets? If so what kind and how 
does he treat them? 
What sort of relationship does he have with his 
parents? 

Why did you decide to be a police officer 
What do you enjoy most about your job 
What do you dislike most about your job 
If you weren't a police officer what other career 
would you have chosen 
Which is more important to you in your job
helping people or enforcing the law 
Do you socialise with people other than those 
in the police force 
Do you picture yourself as still being in the 
police force in 20 years time 
Do you take criticism of the police and the job 
they do to heart or do you ignore it 

why did you want to be a police officer 
what did you do before becoming a police 
officer 
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Do you find may people react negatively when 
you stop them for some reason 
what is the best thing about your job 
would you rather do someting else - if so what 
Is anyone else from your family work in the 
police force 
do you find your job rewarding 

What are your interests/hobbies when not 
working? 
Do you have a partner/kids - how long/what 
ages? 

Why did you join the Police force? What were 
you doing before? 
Do you have any firm philosophies on life? 
What do you REALLY love to do? 
What frightens you? 
How many brothers and sisters do you have -
do you see them often? 
What parts of the law do you think are fair and 
what would you change? 
Have you ever done something you now 
regret? 
What would a normal day (24hours) involve 
for you? 
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